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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

From the beginning of the twentieth century to the out-

break of World War I, the American people from coast to coast,

urban and rural, felt the momentum of change and began to

apply themselves to it. The resulting movement for political

reform has been called Progressivism. The people awakened to

the fact that in the preceding fifty years, business, its

growth and success, had taken precedence above all other con-

siderations. Concern now turned toward the general welfare.

With business growth and consolidation had come a general

expansion of cities. The complaint was that business consolida-

tion had usurped the individuality of man and had reduced com-

petition. Most of the new city residents were entirely dependent

upon wages, and prices paid for commodities and services were

set by the corporation with no necessary relationship to the

wage. The cost of living rose. The individual had no apparent

recourse for legislation favored big business. The courts decid-

ed in favor of corporations. The organization of labor and the

state regulation of corporations were judged unconstitutional.

The people had allowed this to come about because each individ-

ual still felt a surge of opportunity that was believed to ex-

ist for the one with Ingenuity to take advantage of it. Becoming



the multi-millionaire business giant was still vd.thin the dream

of the individual.

It was generally conceded that business controlled politics

and had generally debased it. The goal of the Progressives was

to cleanse politics by the election of responsible leaders who

would take a disinterested view of the issues, would not decide

an issue to favor one side or another, but for the general wel-

fare. In order to do this, the citizenry was expected to accept

its responsibility by taking an active interest in public affairs

and thus assuring the election to positions of public trust of

men who were not concerned with repaying political favors. This

could only be done by breaking the rule of the political machine,

controlled by corporation funds, which was able to elect legisla-

tures indebted to the corporation and machine. The most popular

method for returning control of the government to the people was

the adoption of a state-wide direct primary for the nomination

of candidates. With this method, which varied in the different

states, the party nominating conventions were replaced by a

primary election in which the people chose the candidate by a

majority vote. Due to apathy on the part of the people, the con-

ventions had been easily controlled by the political machine,

assuring for the machine the nomination of candidates friendly

to its views. The primary allowed any eligible candidate to place

his name on the ballot by filing a petition or paying a regis-

tration fee. The people could then decide after giving each can-

didate a fair hearing.



Even more confidence was placed in the will of the people

when many states accepted the initiative and referendum. The

initiative enabled a certain percentage of the citizens to pro-

pose new legislation for the approval of the electorate, while

the referendvun allowed the voters to pass judgment on state

laws. With this in many cases went the adoption of recall meas-

ures, which allowed the removal of public officers, by petition,

before the expiration of their term in the event the duties of

their offices were not performed competently and morally. The

people received an indirect vote for United States Senator in

many states through the use of the Oregon Plan which bound leg-

islators to follow the will of the majority in their election

of Senators from their state. But this movement attained such

national appeal that the Federal Constitution was successfully

amended in 1913 to provide for the direct election of United

States Senators in all states.

Less popular, but also receiving a hearing during the

Progressive era, was woman suffrage, which was later accepted

by the country. Presidential preferential primaries, allowing

the people to vote for delegates to national political conven-

tions and Indicate their choice for presidential and vice-

presidential candidates, were adopted by some states. Corrupt

practices laws, to reduce the influence of money in political

campaigns, were adopted in various forms by many states.

These were political measures and point out the confi-

dence of the Progressive in the electorate. The majority, it

was believed, could be depended upon to make a morally sound



judgment. But In order to attain the mental apparatus re-

quired in the making of such a judgment, it was necessary that

each member of society have information available and the educa-

tional experience necessary for weighing the facts. New print-

ing methods and the consolidation of publications made ab\indant

information available to the public in a form appealing to any

segment of the population. At the same time, attention was given

to compulsory education for children and to the improvement of

the quality of education available in the state school systems.

Attention was given to higher education also, especially with

appeals for additional funds for expansion. It was a Progressive

characteristic that highly trained personnel from colleges and

universities were required to make their services available to

the general public, as well as to the government. In the same

direction, experimental farms, demonstrations, and aid in adopt-

ing new agricultural techniques were advanced through state leg-

islatures, often with university supervision.

Strict enforcement of the compulsory education and tru-

ancy laws strengthened efforts in regulating child labor. The

state laws in this field became stronger and more inclusive

with each legislative session. After the Louis Brandeis victory

in the case against management for the right to regulate the

hours of work for women, the nine-hour day was accepted by the

state legislatures. State legislatures also passed laws provid-

ing for safer working conditions in all phases of industry,

with necessary inspection.



Although labor unions were slowly gaining members, man-

agement fought them, the courts decided against legislation to

aid these groups, and the laborer was slow to join, for he con-

tinued to believe in his individual opportunity for advancement.

However, management had held that the worker himself was re-

sponsible for any industrial accident , unless it could be prov-

ed otherwise in court. Therefore, death or injury to workmen

required no compensation from management without a court battle

and this was a costly operation, usually resulting in victory

for management. This was the only possibility for the individual

workman with no organizational power behind him. By 1910 the

unions had gained enough strength to be heard by state legisla-

tures in their appeal for laws that would remedy this situation.

State legislatures began by appointing committees to investi-

gate possible employers' liability acts. Workmen's compensation

measures gained in number after 1912. These provided automatic

compensation to the families of workmen left with no means when

their breadwinner was disabled or killed in an industrial

accident.

Trust busting was a popular means of regaining the lost

competition on a federal level, but the state was not a large

enough unit to accomplish this. Therefore, states passed indi-

vidual laws regulating corporations. Railroads were considered

the most serious offenders and many states followed the VJisconsln

example of establishing railroad commissions and giving the com-

mission the power to set rates for passengers and express, con-

trol the issuance of stocks and bonds, and to examine the



accounts of the railroads in order to make a fair judgment.

Public utilities commissions in many states served a similar

function. On the city level, the commission form of government

gave the people a greater voice in the affairs of the city, in-

cluding the sale of franchises and perhaps even municipal owner-

ship of utilities.

Conservation received a great deal of state-wide attention

in response to federal movements for the proper use of resources.

Reclamation and irrigation were brought up to date. Consideration

was given to preservation of fish and game. Most states formed

their own conservation commissions or departments of forestry.

The Progressive era brought about a greater regimentation

in the lives of the individual. Government became bigger as it

took on new responsibilities, in spite of the fact that the new

duties were for the general welfare. State and federal pure food

and drug laws protected the individual, but required greater in-

spection forces. Vital statistics laws demanded that the course

of ones life's statistics be kept by the government. New health

measures required a certain amount of sanitation on the part of

the individual. He paid taxes for improving state institutions

for indigent, insane and anti-social members of his society;

but the reformation of the country demanded this kind of sacri-

fice from the individual.

These were some of the issues with which Progressivism

was concerned. The purpose of this paper was to determine the

extent of the Progressive influence in the states of Kansas and

Missouri, which were two very different states when one considered



background, but at this point were led by two Republicans from

Kansas who were considered Progressive. Herbert Spencer Hadley

found that his anti-trust suits were popular enough with the

general public to secure his election as governor of the Demo-

cratic state of Missouri. V/alter Roscoe Stubhs acquired his

following in Kansas through his work in establishing a new pol-

itical machine in place of a "corrupt" old one end taking the

issues to the people through extensive speaking campaigns. The

programs presented by these governors to their legislatures

were successful according to the strength and agreement of the

progressive members. The final results in each case added stat-

utes that followed the general lines of placing greater power

in the hands of the people, restricting corporations, and in-

creasing the field of social welfare.

Materials used in this study consisted primarily of con-

temporary newspaper accounts of political activities. Since news-

papers and periodicals were the principle source of information

to the people in a movement claiming the people as the object

of their endeavor, they were considered substantial sources for

a study of Progressive activity in Kansas and Missouri, news-

papers consulted included the Kansas uity Star , Topeka Capital ,

Emporia Gazette , and the Jefferson City Tribune . Articles from

periodicals used were yamuel aiythe ' s "A Redheaded Quaker" from

The Saturday i;;vening Post ; Dana Gatlin's "'V/hat i Am Trying

to DO' : An Interview with Honorable W. R. Stubbs" from The

Y/orld's V/ork; and William T. Miller's "The K-ogressive Move-

ment in Uissouri" from The Missouri Historical Review . The
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speeches of both governors, the papers of Governor Stubbs, and

the Kansas Legislative Journals for 1909 end 1911 were consult-

ed. Background material came primarily from William Frank

Zornow's Kansas , A History of the Jayhewk State , William Allen

White's The Old Order ChanB;eth and Aut obiosraphy , Richard

Hofstadter's The Age of Reform and Eric F. Goldman's Rendezvous

with Destiny .



CHAPTER II .'

"A REDHEADED QUAKER"

The life of Walter Roscoe Stubbs, eighteenth governor of

Kansas, told a story through its first half century that would

make any man proud he was a citizen of a country that could

produce the necessary ingredients for the formation of such an

individual. He was born November 7, IS58, near Richmond, Wayne

County, Indiana, probably the largest transplanted Quaker

settlement in the United States. His family migrated in I86I to

Lee County, Iowa; then in I869, they established their perman-

ent home at Hesper, Douglas County, Kansas. They were a Quaker

family seeking a Quaker settlement in which to follow their

religion and provide for themselves as well. Walter Roscoe was

the second son in a family of twelve children. The children

were "brought up to despise shams and hypocrisy. "1 They were

taught absolute integrity, and gained "personal honesty, sim-

plicity and directness in business life and . . . public char-

2
acter" from their Quaker background. Stubbs retained the

customs and beliefs of his religion throughout his life and

Frank W. Blackmar (ed.), Kansas : A Cyclopedia of State
History , Embracing Events , Institutions , Industries , Counties ,

Cities , Towns , Prominent Persons , Etc . (Chicago : Standard Pub-
lishing Company, 1912), III, Part rr'32.

^Vfilliam E. Connelley, A Standard History of Kansas and
Kansans . ed. William E. Connelley (Chicago: Lewis Publishing
Company, 1918), V, 2380. •
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tiiere was never a question as to the honesty of his actions

or motives.

His education was limited to the local rural schools.

He did enroll January 25, 1381, in the preparatory department

of the University of Kansas, but did not complete any work

there. ^ His working days began at the age of eight. In the

years before 1S81 he was moderately successful in several in-

consequential types of work, tie worked as a clerk in a store,

had many farm Jobs, rented farm land in Johnson County on which

he raised sorghum and had it refined. By 1879 he had acquired a

team of mules for his use because he had broken them.

It was at this point that his construction work actually

began when he received the contract for grading a couple of

miles for the railroad with his mules. He was able to finish

well ahead of schedule by hiring another team to help him. This

suggested his ability, later well developed, for handling and

organizing men and materials. His railroad work included the

organization of a commissary train for feeding construction

gangs as well as building many miles of track.

The first sizable contract he received was for the build-

ing of the Santa Fe line from Kansas City to St. Louis.

Before submitting his bid it is said that he drove over
the entire route and carefully examined it in detail and
supplemented the technical routine of his bid with so much
information gained thru his personal observations that the

3
'^James C. Malin, "Stubbs, Walter Eoscoe," Dictionary of

American Biography , ed. Harris E. Starr (New Yor^l Charles
Scribner's Sons, 19M-) , XXI, Supplement 1, 677.
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railway company awarded him the contract over a large
number of competitors.

With characteristic thoroughness and attention to details he

finished the work very satisfactorily for the railroads and

netted himself a quarter of a million dollars. These construc-

tion operations expanded into a very successful and lucrative

business "with headquarters in such cities as Chicago, St.

Louis, Kansas City, Los Angeles, and other important cities as

occasion demanded." As a large employer of men, his knowledge

of human nature was increased to such an extent that he rarely

made a mistake in his estimate of those with whom he came in

contact, a faculty that was of great benefit to him in his

political career.-'

Although he had been a poor boy, a frugal boy, he had,

as the American story goes, worked hard and used his ingenuity

to build a substantial fortune, as was finally able to settle

his family, -wife ateila nostettler Stubbs and their four

children, in i,awrence, Kansas, where he built them a fine

home, isy this time, around the turn of the century, he had be-

come the president of the j'irst iiational cank in jjawrence, in-

fluential in TfUGA circles, a thirty-second degree laason, and

was considered an outstanding citizen of the town, ne was no

longer frugal, but Icnew how to spend his money to accomplish "\

his purposes, iiowever, "he had lived to be nearly fifty years

Connelley, v , 2580.

•'i'rank W. blackmar (,ed.;, tvansas : A Cyclopedia . . . ,

HI, Part I, i,3.
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old without even taking the time or interest to vote at elec-

tions, being too engrossed in his business." He had absolutely

no idea of ward, town and county organization behind the polit-

ical parties.

Stubbs was a tall, just under six feet, man and was prob-

ably around two hundred pounds in weight .He

was a natural leader of men, of an impressive personal
appearance with a fine head and a broad and splendid brow,
with a magnetic power over men's minds, gifted with an un-
common faculty of inspiring confidence, affection and _
loyalty and correspondingly of arousing intense antagonisms.'

Samuel Blythe in The Saturday Evening Post , just before the 1910

election, gives his readers this description of Stubbs:

Stubbs likes to think he is peaceable. He told me a half a
dozen times he never did any fighting until they had him
backed in a corner. Without venturing to dispute this self-
analysis, there is no reasonable evidence to show that while
Stubbs may not fight until he gets into a corner, he always
has a corner or two handy to get into at any hour of the day
or night. Being a Quaker, he has to hold it out that he is I

a man of peace, but being a red-headed Quaker he really is '

a fighting man who has rampaged up and down and across
Kansas for the past six or seven years and taken on all
comers of whom there were plenty . . .

The facts are that Stubbs hates peace, the Demon-Rum, old-
line Republicanism and Charley Curtis, and he loves salt-
rising bread, his family, his horses and the people—his I

brand of people, I mean. He is rich and a spender. He '

lets go of money with both hands when he wants to accom-
plish anything—not in the usual sense of letting go money,
but for organization, for publicity and for legitimate ex-
pense. He is tireless, energetic, tough as leather, full of
fire, and animation; and yet, at times when he is talking,
he slides down into a chair and drawls out his words as if
the mere effort of conversation was too great to be endured.

i
°Dana Gatlin, "'What I Am Trying to Do:' An Interview with

Honorable W. R. Stubbs," The V/orld's Work . XXIV (May, 1912), 60.

'George M. Pearson (ed.), Benjamin and Ester ( Furnas )

Pearson : Their Ancestors and Descendants (Los Angeles: Times-
Mirror Printing and Binding House, 19A-1J, p. 346.
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Stick a csntroversial pin into him and he is up in a flash,
tense all over, his face lighted with the joy of combat and
a whirlwind of action and argument. He wears good clothes,
but doesn't fuss about them and often looks creased and
baggy ... He is too busy.

. . . There is nothing ordinary about Stubbs, either in

appearance or action. He is a long way from being a hand-
some man, but after you look him over you think he would be

a good person to have about in an emergency."

This was the kind of man that was approached by his

friend, Marcus A. Low, in 1902 with the suggestion:

that he run for the state legislature from Douglas County.
M. A. Low was a general attorney for the Rook Island Rail-
road, and also he was Stubbs' friend. It meant nothing co-
incidental to Stubbs that a big Senatorial fight was coming
off the next year (1903) when the Rock Island people wished
to see Curtis go to 'yVashington and that he lived in Douglas
County, the natural territory of Stanley and Long, who were
the candidates opposing Curtis. Stubbs ran for and was elec-
ted to the state legislature in 1902, utterly innocent on

the old "popular man" gag. And he voted for Curtis.

?

But after two sessions in the legislature, he did not get any

more railroad contracts, for he found he did not care for the

manner in which the railroads operated. "He now decided to sell

his business, railroad contracting does not flourish when one

is regarded by the railroads as a bitter enemy." After be-

coming completely engrossed in politics, he devoted all his

time to his new vocation.

In this new vocation, Stubbs felt that he had something

to contribute, something that would make his state a better

Samuel G. Blythe , "A Redheaded Quaker, Being an Account
of Some of the Activities of Walter Roscoe Stubbs," The Satur-
day Evening Post , November 19, 1910, p. 3.

^Gatlln, The World's Work , XXIV (May, 1912), 50.

^°Ibid. , p. 61.



place in which to live and give back to the people something

they had lost, their control of their government, m 1902,

these contributions had not even been conceived by Ktubbs, nor

had his political ambitions, out after his first session with

the legislature, he learned rapidly how to get his ideas across

by contacting as many people as possible, political leaders and

laymen, when atubbs was on the campaign trail, he had something

to say to the people and he had a way of saying it that captur-

ed the confidence of the people, ne spoke to any audience

gathered in any area of the state in 1^04 with his uossbusters

program, in iy06 with his aquare ueal program, and in lyua as

a candidate for governor. Then after becoming a leading Pro-

gressive governor, he was in demand nationally.

AS he stumped his way through Kansas, speaking at chau-

tauquas, fairs and meetings, he employed rather spectacular

methods for making friends with his audiences and putting him-

self at ease. He would bring out a battered handkerchief to nop

his brow, say mrs. Stubbs actually did take better care of him

than that especially since she made excellent salt-rising bread,

explain each step in making his favorite food, while taking off

his coat and rolling up his sleeves, often showing his red

underwear. In so doing he became Just one of the "folks" and

they were placed in a responsive frame of mind for the main

points of his speech which they received with enthusiasm. His

speech was, in this case, the common speech of the working man

acquired in construction camps and farm jobs. He had schooled

himself to be a most forceful talker who hammered in his points

in as plain language as he could command, and he had a lot of
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that kind of language in stock. ^-'- Blythe remarked on his

ability to make himself fit:

At times he speaks the most immaculate English; and then,
again, he seems to switch his English as it suits him, but
he never makes the mistake of switching it at the wrong
time. 12

As easily as he made friends with "the people" he was sin-

cerely trying to help, he made powerful enemies with corpora-

tions, railroads, political machines; but in this there was also

to be found strength. Stubbs found that his enemies taunted him

into doing the "right" things that were the most difficult to

do. He was proud of the kind of men who were his enemies since

they stood for completely different ideals in government.

As Stubbs entered the state capitol for the 1903 session

of the Kansas Legislature, he was experiencing a first in many

respects. He had never been to the capitol; he knew none of

his fellow legislators well; and he knew nothing of parlia-

mentary procedure or the reasons for passing and the methods

of introducing much of the legislation. On the other hand,

the legislature knew nothing of Stubbs or of the loud voice

he would later project throughout the state when things were

not as he thought they should be. He was more familiar with

businesses, so this was what he investigated first. He found:

the old Kansas Republican machine was in full control. It
was a perfect, compact, old-style, take-care-of-the-boys
organization held together by patronage . . . and headed

p. 49

12

Blythe, The Saturday Evening Post , November 19, 1910,

Ibid ., p. 3,
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by skillful and practiced politicians. The graft was good
and it was worked to the limit. •'-3

It was all a revelation to him and he was astonished at
what he found. ... He discovered that a member of the
legislature . . . was a mere cog in a machine that demand-
ed strict conformity and discipline. It was not in his
nature to be a cog in any machine, or anything less than
a dominating factor. '^

Stubbs began something different. Even though he was

ridiculed, he began to move in a direction counter to the

machine rule. As he had become familiar with legislative ways,

he found that he not only did not like being a cog in a

machine, he also did not approve of the wasteful way in which

the people's money was squandered in doing the state's busi-

ness. The machine politicians were more amused than concerned

when he introduced a bill of inquiry into the number of legis-

lative employees, which was excessive; and just punished him a

little for his audacity by cutting the appropriation for the

University, which was in his district. "* During this first

session, he also saw need for reorganizing the office of the

state printer and the boards of the state's charitable institu-

tions. He was unintimidated by any threat from the machine;

they could neither scare nor silence him.

•"•-^

Ibid .. p. 4.

•''^Pearson (ed.), p. 346.

•^^Bright suggests that Stubbs personally made up this
twenty thousand dollar deduction. John D. Bright (ed.), Kansas ;

The First Century (Lewis Historical Publiching Company, Inc.,

1956), II, 23.
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Tiiese events brought Stubbs Into a set of circumstances

with which he could very well cope. He saw something that need-

ed to be done and "saw in the record of the Curtis machine

remnants out of which to Duiid anotner machine. . .; and he

machinated" in order to accomplish these things. In 1905 he

made himself heard over the state on the subject of "superin-

tendents of ventilation" and other useless employees of the

legislature; and he also had personally offered ^200, 000 to use

in overpowering the political bosses who put them on the pay-

roll. During that summer he began an unheard-of type of cam-

paign, using long distance telephone and telegraph to all

state leaders who were not totally committed to the machine.

He recruited Thomas Murdock and with many others they were able

"to form an anti-Leland-Albaugh combine." ' Edward v;. Hoch had

been rejected for state printer because the machine had sup-

posedly made a deal whereby two of the machine faithfuls were
TO

to split the spoils from that office. This was an excellent

source for publicity against the machine and the state news-

papers cooperated readily in arousing the people against the

machine bosses and in sympathy with Hoch for governor. This was

the Boss-buster movement, as the newspapers called the organiza-

tion to break the Leland machine. The whole state was up in

arms. The Boss-busters were so successful they overpowered the

Gatlin, The World' s YJork , XXIV (May, 1912), oO.

17'William Frank Zornow, Kansas , A History of the Jayhawk
State (M ornan: University of Oklahoma Pre^s, 1957J) P- 210.

Blythe, The Saturday Evening Post, November 19,
1910, p. 4. ^ ^
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state Republican convention and nominated Hoch for governor

after Governor Bailey witMrew under pressure. Stubbs replaced

Mort Albaugh as chairman of the Republican State Central Com-

mittee. The Boss-busters wrote a liberal platform on which to

run and win in 1904. There vjere enough Boss-busters elected to

the 1905 legislature to make Stubbs Speaker of the House of

Representatives.

Before the beginning of the legislative session he had a

number of bills in the way of reform legislation prepared,
such as placing the state's charitable institutions under
one board of control and inaugurating the civil service
system among the employees in such institutions; to revise
the methods of doing the state printing, and to proving for
the nomination of all candidates by primary election.

The 1905 session was progressive and active. Under the

leadership of Stubbs, who felt that campaign pledges were sin-

cerely and honestly made, several reform measures were passed

that fulfilled these promises. Not so terribly important, but

perhaps somewhat symbolic of the movement in general, the

number of legislative employees was cut from two hundred thirty-

two during the 1903 session to less than seventy in 1905. Those

employees with only honorary positions on the payroll were dis-

charged in the interest of economy. This idea of economical

management, of applying good business principles in government,

was a dominant theme in Stubbs' political campaigns and fit in

well with the Boss-busting crusade.

The Boss-busters were able to reform the office of the

state printer, making him elective and salaried, and the plant

state owned and operated. This had been a fat contract for some

'^Blackmar (ed.), Kansas : A Cyclopedia . . . , III,
Part I, 33.
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macliine regular associated with the printing business and an

excellent source for patronage dispensed by the machine. Stubbs

was also able to abolish the old State Board of Charities.

Rather than having a separate board for each institution, the

boards mere combined into one small board with jurisdiction

over all institutions in the interest of efficiency. In addi-

tion the employees were to be made more efficient than polit-

ical by placing them under a type of civil service. Further,

the legislature wrote a new law making changes in the state

treasury. The measure required state funds to be deposited in

approved banks with the interest going to the state instead of

to the treasurer. Previously the law had stated that funds were

to be kept in state vaults; but in reality they were lent to

banks "under cover" while in transit from the various counties,

the state treasurer receiving the interest payments.

In the field of labor, a law was passed prohibiting

children under fourteen years of age from working in mines,

factories or other undesirable places. The working hours of

railroad employees were regulated to eighteen hours a day. To

control the power of The Standard Oil Company in the state, a

law was passed to build a convict-operated refinery at Peru,

but it was declared by the 'courts unconstitutional on July 7»

1905. A juvenile court was established for offenders under the

age of sixteen. Attention was given to a system of good roads,

to fish and game wardens, and to a pure food investigation at

Kansas State Agricultural College. Teachers were to have their

certificates registered with the county superintendents. An
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office for Livestock Sanitary Cottmissioner was established in

place of a similar board of three members; and the Board of

Railroad Commissioners was given the power to establish freight

and passenger rates. There was much accomplished in the way of

reform, but the consideration of the pledged primary election

law was not successful.

Unfortunately, this reform group was allowed only one

session of the legislature in which to work. At that time the

political machine and the railroads were feuding, and neither

was strong enough alone to curtail the reform activity. But they

soon saw the necessity for unity and the Stubbs group discovered

that the railroads were actually in the same "low" class as the

political machine. Furthermore, Hoch was recruited into the

machine. Stubbs lost the friendship of his governor. There was

need for re-organization and Stubbs started an intensive new

campaign to break what had been his Boss-busters.

In January, 1906, Stubbs and company traveled to Wichita

to form the Kansas Civic League; an organization to fight the

power and influence of the unrestrained railroads. This group

of reformers, however, did not gain enough momentum to control

the 19O6 state Republican convention. Stubbs lost his chairman-

ship. He did not even have a standing on the platform committee,

which ignored the five planks he offered for inclusion. He still

wanted the party pledge for a state primary; and for control of

the railroads, he wanted pledges for an anti-pass law, a two-

cent passenger fare, a maximum freight rate, and a state tax

commission established so railroads would not have the advant-

age of the board of railroad assessors. The activities of this
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board resulted in inequitable taxation since the board could

be controlled by the railroads who were thus assured a lower

rate of assessment and therefore paid a lower rate of taxation.

Stubbs did not forget this denial; in July a group head-

ed by Stubbs, Kurdock, J. A. Troutman, H. T. Chase, and

F. H. Quincy met in Topeka. They remolded the Kansas Civic

League into a stronger Kansas Republican League whose purpose

was to give Kansans a Square Deal.''*^ With this as a spring-

board, branch leagues were formed throughout the state, all

preaching the inclusion in the 1906 Republican state platform

of the above five planks of Stubbs. In this manner the tenets

of Stubbs became well understood and popular with the citi-

zenry, Stubbs spoke everywhere against railroad influence;

again made an unheard of number of long distance phone calls;

and sent as many as twenty-five dollars worth of telegrams a

day. Some felt this to be extravagant, but the people were

reached, educated for reform. To get the platform properly

amended they:

addressed questions to all legislative candidates and can-
didates for state offices, and pledged them to support the
Stubbs ' demands . For these demands were so reasonable that
a candidate before the people found it embarrassing to re-
fuse to support them. ^^

The amended platform included four of the five planks: a di-

rect primary, equal assessment of property, an anti-pass law

and a two-cent fare.

^°Zornow, p. 213.

^^William Allen White, "The Kansas Fight," LaFollette's
Weekly Magazine . January 16, 1909, p. 5.
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With all this state-wide agitation, Stubbs was re-

elected as representative from Douglas County. His Square

Dealers, 1907, were not as strong as the Boss-busters in the

previous session, while, together, the machines put up a

strong front. However, the reformers were able to pass a

maximum freight rate law producing a fifteen per cent reduc-

tion in freight rates on grain and grain products, an anti-

pass law, and a tax commission bill that abolished the board

of railroad assessors. The primary was again disregarded and

the two-cent fare passed as a three-cent fare with qualifica-

tions. The Board of Railroad Commissioners was given more

power. With increasing talk of a special session and this

additional strength of the Board of Railroad Commissioners,

the railroads decided to "voluntarily" adopt a two-cent fare,

effective October 5, 1907. This legislature also passed a

state pure food law similar to the national law and legisla-

tion that allowed first and second class cities to adopt a

commission form of government.

After the session, Stubbs had the state primary as an

issue and with a "crusader's idealism he took his ideas to the

people in speech, action and press. "^^ He was becoming very

well known because he was so willing to inform the citizens

on what should be happening and was not . He was always avail-

able for a speaking engagement and the people were by this

22
George H. Callis, "A History of the Progressive Party

in Kansas" (unpublished Master's dissertation. Graduate Divi-
sion, Kansas State Teachers College, Pittsburg), p. 49.
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time convinced of his honesty and good intentions toward them.

But the old Leland-Albaugh-Mulvane (with the railroads) machine

combination seemed too strong to break. Then Governor Hoch de-

cided he had a score to settle with Senator Chester I. I-ong

and the best way for him to settle it was to call a special

session of the legislature in January 1908, to consider the

primary law and a bank guaranty law, -^ popular measures that

were definitely against the machine ideology. Stubbs was able

to lead this session in obtaining an excellent primary law for

the state. As Zornow summarizes:

The candidate of each party who received the highest total
of votes for any office, except senator, would be nominated. /

The candidate for United States Senator receiving the high- |

est number of votes of his party in the greatest number of
representative and senatorial districts was the nominee for
his party.

It was Stubbs' aim at this time to campaign for the seat

of Senator Long who would be up for re-election in 1908. William

Allen White said the Long machine induced Joseph L. Bristow of

Salina to enter the race thinking that in the primary fight

the reform votes would be divided between Bristow and Stubbs,

25
enabling Long to win again as a conservative Republican. ^ The

machine did hold the power, for in the final Kansas state con-

vention, held in March, 1908, it was endorsed by nearly all the

counties and Stubbs controlled only about one-fourth of the

delegates. But convention had been replaced by primary and the

^^Gatlin, The World's Work, XXIV (May, 1912), 61.

Zornow, p. 211-.

.ifhite, LaFollette's Weekly Magazine , January 16,
1909, p. 5.
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maciiine was outdDne in its own game; for Stubbs, guided by

V/iiite, "unselfishly" agreed to run for governor, giving un-

challenged Bristow the opportunity to gain victory over Long.

As candidate for governor against Cy Leland, Stubbs was almost

assured of victory for himself. So the results of the first

primary in the state of Kansas placed two prominent progressive,

or insurgent as they preferred to be called, Republicans in

nomination; one for governor and the other for United States

Senator. The first time the people of the state were able to

speak as an entity for the kind of government they wanted to

endorse, they spoke for reform. Stubbs and Bristow were elect-

ed in November on a platform that contained absolutely no

evidence of machine influence. ;

"

Zornow gives this resum^ of the legislative prelude to

the progressive era in Kansas:

These men were not "a bunch of wild-eyed Populists", as
one critic said, but men of substantial means who had seen
the need for reform and were determined to bring it to
pass. Hoch's administration had set the stage for the
Square Deal victory. The political errand boys had been
driven off the state payrolls by the regulation of the
state printer and treasurer, which robbed the politicians
of their slush funds. The State Board of Control broke
their power over patronage. The Tax Commission smashed
the link betyjeen the railroads and the politicians, while
two-cent fare and anti-pass laws weakened the railroads'
influence in politics. ^°

At the time of his election as Governor of Kansas,

Stubbs resigned as bank president in order to have no con-

flicting interests. However, his interests were varied and

^^Zornow, p. 215.
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along v?ith h.is political work, as Blythe points out;

He establish-ed a mission in Ceylon and naintains it, with
house and church and minister. He keeps a man in Labrador
experimenting with the ductless gland of the whale toward
the end of discovering something valuable in optical
surgery. 27

During his four year administration, discussed in

chapter three, Stubbs' progressive program brought to Kansas

reform measures equaling those of any state. He was proud of

his accomplishments and planned to continue his efforts to

secure the adoption of those recommendations not passed by the

legislature. He did not lose his political ambitions at the

end of his second term as governor, but, as he was thwarted

in his Senatorial ambitions in 1908, in 1912 and 1918 he was

rejected by the people as their Senatorial candidate; these

last instances due to the Progressive third party split with

the Republicans.

When his political luck changed, and he no longer held

an elective office, he moved through Kansas, Texas, New

Mexico, and Colorado following an intense interest in agri-

culture and raising livestock. In 1917 iie was appointed by

President Wilson as a member of the United States Livestock

Industry Commission. However, it was not only his political

luck that had run out, for with the end of World War I came

a depression in the livestock industry and Stubbs lost his

wealth, concentrated in livestock, during the 1920-1921 ^

season. Both in 1922 and 192')-, he tried for the Republican \

nomination for Governor of Kansas, but the people were

'Blythe, The Saturday Evening Post, November 19, 1910, p.*.
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exhausted by the war eff art. Reform agitation would not

appeal to them until they had had time to settle back into

peacetime routine once more. Stubbs had based his popularity

on the Progressive reform movement, which had been temporarily

halted, and allowed new personalities to become dominant with-

in the state.

The American success story did not run its full course

with Walter Roscoe Stubbs. After the age of sixty his politi-

cal hopes, if not his aspirations, were broken. Within four

more years his fortune had collapsed. The last five years of

his life found his health declining, and he died in Topeka

in 1929. He was buried in Lawrence, where he had maintained

his residence, in the district he had represented in his

first political adventure.



CHAPT3R III

TES KAKSAS IDEA

Stubbs was the first governor of Kansas to be nomi-

nated by tJie people in a direct primary. The platform on

•which he successfully ran, as shown before, was written by

Progressives. The platform contained nine plants, preceded

by a preamble stating: "We hereby pledge ourselves to enact

into law the following measures at the next session of the

Legislature." The Progressive Republicans thus made a cove-

nant with those citizens who elected them to office. They

promised:

- An appropriation sufficient to ascertain the valuation
of property owned by public service corporations.

- A law providing for the control by the state of the
issue of all stocks and bonds by public service corpora-
tions and limiting such issues to the value of the prop-
erty owned by such corporations.

- An anti-lobby law.
- The creation of a Legislative reference library.
- A law providing for the election of the tax commissioners

and county assessors by direct vote.
- A provision by the Legislature for state forestry.
- A law compelling all candidates and all committees to
publish all contributions end expenditures of a political
campaign under oath with a severe penalty for violation.

- A bank guaranty law enabling the state banks of Kansas
mutually and voluntarily to guarantee deposits under the
supervision of the bank commissioner's department and re-
quest our candidates for Congress and the United States
Senate to favor a law enabling national banks to parti-
cipate therein.

Topeka Capital . March 2, 1909.
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- A liberal appropriation for enlarging the operation of
the department of animal husbandry of the State Agri-
cultural College.^

The people approved, apparently, for the Legislature

was predominantly Republican (not so surprising in a strong

Republican state like Kansas) and was thoucjht to be strongly

insurgent. The Kansas City Star of January 23, 1909 noted re-

marks it had heard of this being "the first Populist legisla-

ture in Kansas since 1893«" However, it concluded that if the

membership fulfilled its promising beginnings, it "will be able

to 'bear up' under the charge of professional politicians that

-5

the legislature is Populist."-^

In his inaugural address, January 12, 1909 » Stubbs out-

lined the program he thought necessary for the state; a very

ambitious program. The Kansas City Star of the same date deem-

ed it "remarkable for the directness T/ith which it deals with

the questions uppermost in the public mind. . . . The Governor

has not side-stepped a single issue that he advocated in the

h

campaign, , . ." He asked for a Public Utilities law pattern-

ed after that of New York and Wisconsin, and stated the pro-

visions he thought it should have; he asked for good roads

legislation that included a state engineer, county supervisors,

and systematic work on main roads. He wanted the tax commis-

sion elected by direct vote rather than appointed and the or-

ganization of county assessors changed in order to obtain

^Ibid ., August 26, 1908; March 2, 1909.

\ansas City Star , January 23, 1909-

4-Ibid. , January 12, 1909.
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more efficiently the true value assessment. He asked for a

new banking law (in additisn to the bank guaranty which he in-

sisted upon, having promised it in the campaign) that would

make the banking officials more responsible to their custom-

ers. He wanted a law whereby corporations could continue their

business in the state after corporate abuses had been correct-

ed by a receiver. The city commission form of government need-

ed to be amended to include the vote of women on adoption, and

to provide initiative, referendum and recall to the cities, plus

a few additional amendments. A guaranteed two-cent passenger

rate law was needed, as was a new, more stringent anti-pass

law. He pointed out the desirability of an anti-lobby law en-

acted during the first week of the session, in order that the

legislators might work without the corruption of the lobbies

from its first days.

Stubbs asked for greater control in the illegal sale of

liquor; many changes to strengthen school laws; and a new

system of choosing state school text books. He recommended

more restriction of child labor and an employers' liability

law drawn along the lines of federal legislation on the same

subject. Included were suggestions for improving the primary

election law, strengthening the Board of Health and informing

the people as to the prevention of tuberculosis through state-

wide educational campaigns. An accredited forester to serve the

state was suggested. And Stubbs advised passage of a new and

revised code of civil procedure; also, a new just reapportion-

ment of state legislative districts. He wanted authorization

to remove from office derelict officers; to form a board of
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control over the state penal institutions; to set up machinery

to pay the state debt; and an appropriation for a Reference

Library Bureau for the legislators. Then he sought approval

for the publication of campaign expenses to curb the influence

of wealth in any political campaign. In conclusion he stressed

the need for economy and efficiency in each phase of the gov-

ernment of the state.-'

Probably the most publicized of the issues taken up by

the Legislature was the Public Utilities bill. There were some

twenty such bills offered to the House and Senate solving the

problem in as many ways. But the bill, as offered by "adminis-

tration" members of the Legislature, was written to fulfill

pledges one end two in the party platform and so to provide reg-

ulation of public utility corporations and to protect the

people from excessive rates, due primarily to lack of compe-

tition; also to regulate by acquisition of specific information

the true valuation of such corporations. The Senate bill, in-

troduced by Chad Hamilton of Topeka, provided for the reten-

tion of the current Board' of Hailroad Commissioners iiith two

added experts appointed by the Governor to become the public

utilities commission. The commission would have regulative

power over not only railroads, but also water, gas, electric-

light, heat power, express car, pipe line, telegraph and tele-

phone companies, end others. The regulative power included the

authority to set fair rates, which in turn necessitated giving

Houpe Journal; Sixteenth Biennial Session, Topeka,

January 12 to March 12, 1909. (Topeka: State Printing Office,

1909), pp. 39-^7.
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the commission the power to ascertain the exact value of prop-

erty owned by such companies, the amount of stock outstanding

and the cost of operation.

The railroads had been side-stepping this issue for years

by withholding such information; then when a rate was set, tak-

ing it to court declaring that it was confiscatory'. The state,

having no means of determining the real financial status of

the company, was unable to enforce its claim in court, so the

rate was usually declared invalid. The bill also gave this new

commission the power to hold the issuance of stocks end bonds

of these companies to the value of the property they owned.

In this case the Senate was offering the bill as prom-

ised during the campaign and advocated by Governor Stubbs. Sim-

ilar measures, regulating utilities more or less, were in effect

in fifteen other states at that time and this legislation which

had passed the test in the courts of the land, was consulted in

the writing of the administration bill; so that it did have

authority and experience behind it.^

However, the House introduced its own bill:: a home rule

type offered by Representative Morgan and completely at vari-

ance with the Hamilton bill. It called for the regulation and

control of city-wide utilities by the councils of the various

cities. Companies falling under the Jurisdiction of the coun-

cils would be those supplying water power, electricity, natural

or artificial gas, steam heat, street railway service, telephone

6„Emporia Gazette . February 19, 1909.
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7
or telegraph service, express or parcel delivery service.

This would also give the cities power to inspect the books of

the companies in order to fix aiaximum rates, regulate their

collection, and to liait the earnings of the corporation to

ten per cent of the valuation of its property and franchises.

The issue of a public utilities commission precipitated

a great deal of newspaper propaganda, the majority of which

condemned the Legislature for its conservatism and strongly

supported the administration in its efforts to secure an

effective measure. Some comments from the columns of the

principal newspapers of the state indicate the sentiment of

the time.

William Allen White's Emporia Gazette on February 19,

editorialized in favor of the administration measure explain-

ing that sound public utilities laws were at that time oper-

ating in Massachusetts, Hew Tork, Michigan, Wisconsin, and

Virginia; that these laws were the models for the administra-

tion measure and that the principal sections of these laws had

been upheld by the courts of the land; therefore, they were

constitutional. It would then follow that there was no reason

for the people of Kansas to be denied the legislation written

exactly as it had been promised.

The law was needed to:

keep capitalizations some place near the value of the pro-
perty, so that when a rate is made by the legislature or

by the utilities commission. ... it will be based on
expert knowledge. Then, when the railroads or other public
service corporations go into court they will not say that

'Topeka Capital , March 5» 1909.
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the rate is confiscatory, because it does not permit them

to pay interest on their bon-^s. For no bonds will be issued
under this new law, for merely wild-cat and speculative pur-

poses, and bonds will represent value . . .

"Every vicious interest in Kansas" was accused of work-

ing against "honest" legislators to defeat this bill. Those

specifically named in this editorial were the railroad Demo-

crats, the machine or old regime, and the railroads and their

lobby (with which were associated most other utilities), each

of these groups obviously having selfish personal interests

3
in preventing legislation for the public good.

The editorial staff of the Kansas City Star valued the

House amendment as neutral and worthless, and stated that such

a measure defeated "the entire purpose of the utilities measure".

They gleefully pointed out to the Kansas lawmakers that Missouri

had at that time similar legislation which Governor Hadley was

endeavoring to change. Governor Hadley had requested a state-

wide commission while the Kansas House was manipulating for a

home rule bill similar to that which had not proved adequate

Q
in Missouri.

^

Again in the Gazette was found loud criticism of home

rule. This was what the lobby wanted, said White, because the

cities would not be able to control long distance telephone or

farmers' telephone lines; nor would telegraph companies, or

interurban companies, or city companies operating outside

city limits be under the regulation of individual city

Emporia Gazette , February 19, 1909.

\ansas City Star , February 2*, 1';'09.
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councils. Also in favor of th.e corporation was the fact th.at

the city would have no comparative information or standards

of cost. It would be difficult for a city council to obtain

information on which to base their determination of fair and

reasonable rates. White openly expressed scorn for those who

introduced this measure as a means to discredit the Republican

administration "by making it keep the promise in form and break

it in spirit."-'"^

In bolstering the spirit of the people as to the legit-

imacy of their requests of the Legislature, the Star made

this assessment:

In every political contest ih the past few years the people
have voted for the issues involved in the Public Utilities
bill. They defeated the old Republican "machine", they
drove Senator Long from public life; they forced a reorgan-
ization of the party for no other purpose than to get a law
that ^vill meet their demands for the equitable control of
public utilities. And all this has occurred within the last
two years. . . . The progressive Kansas idea is in line
with the best thought of the nation, and it is not the
state to be defeated in its great purpose by the cheap pol-|,
iticians, the time servers or the corporation agents. . . .

They believed every representative in the Kansas Legislature

should be aware of the feeling in the state on this subject..

A front page article in the Topeka Capital on March 2

said, "Let the Senate Take Action". Here it was pointed out

that without doubt public utilities legislation in the House

had been defeated. And if no utilities bill was passed, they

were concerned as to the effect on political morale and,

Emporia Gazette , February 25, 1909.

Kansas City Star , February 26, 1909.
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beyond tiiat, the uncertainty among public utilities companies

during the ensuing two years before another legislature might

meet. Not knowing what another legislature might do, the

companies would certainly leave any expansion or the formation

of new companies for a later date. This article expressed it as

the duty of the Senate to release the Hamilton bill from the

Judiciary Committee where it had been held for seven weeks,

pass it (or a similar "sensible" measure), end send it to the

House.

Attention was also called to the fact that the Legisla-

ture, while being extremely cautious and conservative on the

measures foremost in the minds of the governor and the people,

made up for it by drastic measures on such small matters as the

12
sale of cigarettes and alcohol.

Editorially the same paper lamented the fact that the

opponents of the administration had apparently succeeded in

defeating the prize project of Governor Stubbs, the public

utilities legislation. In their estimation the administration

was entitled to greater confidence and support from a Republi-

can legislature, (especially one that had previously been

accused of Populist tendencies).

The ousstion asked the next day in the Capital was

"Why?" There was a need for the legislation, why was it not

passed? Objections so far given to the bill were called

feeble and largely disingenuous. The plea of "home rule"

"^opeka Capital , March 2, 1909.

•"•^Ibid.
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was called s fake, and this important point made:

We have "home rule", and franchises ere largely given away
and inadequately surrounded by restrictions by city
councils. Councilmen are not experts, are not elected as

experts in these matters, and have all they can attend to
in the routine government of cities. The argument that
the time has not come for regulation of public utilities
is a mistaken view, for the time has come. . . .

Utility companies were said to have reached the point

of preferring a regulative law to the state of uncertainty

that would exist were one not passed.

The existing Board of Railroad Commissioners was chosen

for nomination by a state convention for political reasons, not

because any one of them held special qualifications for such

a position; hence, to add to their duties would not guarantee

that the job would be properly done. To obtain the services

of well qualified personnel, such positions must necessarily

be appointive, for experts would never become candidates for

nomination.

Dire warning was given to the Legislature of growing

14
dissatisfaction throughout the state with its lack of action.

On March 7, too late for the utilities bill to pass that

session, the Topeka Capital advocated a different method for

passing progressive legislation: "V/hy not Direct legislation?"

Here was found the reasoning that since the Legislature re-

fused to act "until public opinion has become manifest, so

that no uncertainty could exist," it had become most desirable

to have direct legislation in the state. The constituents

•'•''Topeka Capital , March 3, 1909.
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themselves oauld then settle the questions of public interest

on which the Legislature would not act. This would save time

and expense and there would be no room for doubt as to the de-

sires of the people if they were given the opportunity to ex-

15
press themselves on the separate measures.

Two days later this idea seemed to have gained some

strength, for the Capital followed with the fact that in ttie

House forty-four Democrats and forty-one Republicans voted for

an initiative and referendum amendment to the Constitution,

while twenty-eight Republicans voted against it. The amendment

had gained such strength among the people, according to this

publicity, because of the uncertainty of the present Legisla-

ture on such subjects as utilities, the State Fair, road im-

provements and taxation. The argument that constituents could

decide had converted many both in and out of the Legislature to

work for direct legislation. To the prevailing uncertainty was

added the fact that the cities had demanded initiative, refer-

endum and recall before chancing a vote for commission basis of

city government. The members of the Legislature asked, "If the

cities think they have to have it, why not give it to the

state?"

The statement was made that should the Senate also pass

this resolution, the people would almost surely accept it at

the next general election.

'^Ibid., March 7, 1909.

•"•^Ibid. , March 9, 1909.
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The Senate was not cooperative enough to pass such a

resolution, and another of the issues thought by Governor

Stubbs to be of prime importance was lost to the people of the

state. This method of placing the government back into the

hands of the people was also strongly advocated by William

Allen White. For instance, on March 2, he asked editorially

in the Emporia Gazette if perhaps the Legislature thought the

city dwellers were more intelligent than those in the country,

since city dwellers had been given the initiative and refer-

endum, but the state as a whole was not allowed such a form of

17
self-expression.

Heferring to the second of the campaign pledges of the

Republican platform, that to control the issuance of stocks

and bonds of public service corporations; a very limited bill

of this sort was passed with almost no opposition. This bill

was introduced by the House committee on railroads and provid-

ed for the State Board of Railroad Commissioners to regulate

the issuance of stocks and bonds by railroad companies. In order

to do this, the railroad companies, when considering such ex-

pansion, were required to file with the State Board a complete

statement, showing the need for increased funds and the purpose

for which these increased funds were to be used. If the company

could show sufficient need, the Board was authorized to issue

a certificate to the company allowing them to put additional

stocks or bonds on the market; but the Board was not required

'•'^Emporia Gazette, March 2, 1909.
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to issue such a certificate if there were any signs indicat-

ing over-capitalization or watered stock. Since the railroads

were the largest of the public service corporations, and. were

able to follow the course they chose for themselves in most

cases, this was a good beginning for the control of such corpo-

rations, but not exactly all the party had pledged.

Nearly five per cent of all the bills introduced into

the Kansas Legislature in 1909 had to do with railroads alone.

Measures passed were along the lines of one that required

freight trains to haul passengers, usually people accompany-

ing their products to market, and to provide certain conven-

iences for these passengers. Bills introduced ranged from re-

quiring railroads to establish passenger stations in certain

places and keep night telegraph operators on duty, to the

maintenance of crossings, or the protection of livestock trans-

ported, to the larger issues of the day, not only the issuance

of stocks and bonds, but controlling freight rates, setting a

two-cent passenger fare for the state and the anti-pass. The

two-cent fare passed the House toward the end of the session,

but because of the defeat in the courts of similar Missouri

legislation, the Senate refused to pass it. However, the 1907

law had provided that the railroads sell mileage books for five

hundred miles at two cents, the other passengers paying three

cents a mile; and this safeguard v;ould remain in the event the

agreement between the State Board of Railroad Commissioners

and the railroads for the two-cent fare should be broken (as

was predicted) due to the Missouri court decision.
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Anti-pass was even less successful. Tiie 1907 law in

this case had included local railroad attorneys end physicians

on the "pass" list with railroad employees, etc. Legislation

to prohibit their riding free was easily defeated.

However, a maximuni freight rate bill was successful. This

bill to bring Kansas rates more in line with those of other

states fixed a maximum rate on most of the commodities shipped

in Kansas, offering an average reduction of about fifteen per

cent. The Topeka Capital lauded the passage of the bill say-

ing that now Kansas freight rates would be lower than those of

Nebraska and on a per with the distance tariff of Missouri. The

greatest reduction went to those Western Kansas shippers who

had been paying proportionately higher rates. " It should be

pointed out that the origin of this legislation was the House,

which passed it with understanding. The Senate had to spend an

entire day on filibustering before the measure, which had been

suggested by the State Board of Railroad Commissioners, could

be "forced" through.

Any further attempts at controlling corporations were,

with one exception, defeated. Attorney General Jackson had

prepared and advocated quite an extensive anti-trust bill

that would not only control trust prices, but would protect

the public from price shifts, and the individual going into

business for himself. These bills had r-^ luck. The only

"^Ibid. , March 1, 1909.

"•^Topeka Capital , March 4, 1909.
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exception was one measure advocated for Missouri by Governor

Hadley as well as for Kansas by Governor Stubbs. This law pro-

vided that any corporation becoming insolvent or abusing its

corporate privileges be placed in the hands of a receiver to

wind up its affairs or to correct the abuses, then return such

corporation to its directors. This second option was a safe-

guard to retain business within the state.

Governor Stubbs did not receive all iae asked in the

matter of taxes either, although another four per cent of the

bills introduced were tax measures, many of these of a local

nature, and few passed. The House passed the measure to make

tax commissioners elective, but the Senate would not agree. A

law was passed making county assessors in all counties having

over 12,000 population elective, and making county clerks the

assessors where population was less than this. Stubbs had asked

that the more populous counties only, those above 30,000, be

afforded this elective office. The Topeka Capital of March 1*

points out that "all the bills recommended by the State Tax

Commission passed the legislature substantially without amend-

20
ment" with the exception of deleting the "uniform and equal"

clause from the State Constitution, which it would not pass.

Through this legislation the newly formed Tax Commission re-

ceived certain adjustments that it had deemed necessary. The

laws strengthened the full value assessment law, perfected the

machinery of assessment and (hopefully) would "increase the rev-

21
enue of the State without increasing the burden of taxation."

20ibid. , March 1^;, 1909.

Ibid.
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Of the measures to increase revenue, one placed a

four per cent excise tax upon the gross earnings of express

companies, to be ascertained by the tax commission. This

necessitated express companies (including railroads) to file

reports, which were to ^ive the State in part some of the

financial information it had been seeking.

The second revenue bill sought a state inheritance tax.

At this time, thirty-six states already had such a tax and the

states were fighting the federal government in order to main-

tain this source of revenue for themselves. The Kansas law of

1909 was a progressive law, with a higher percentage of taxa-

tion paid on larger estates, and distinguished between direct

heirs, collateral heirs and heirs not of the same blood. For

direct relatives the first five thousand dollars was exempt;

a tax of one per cent placed on values between five thousand

dollars and twenty-five thousand dollars, progressing to five

per cent above five hundred thousand dollars. Collateral

relatives were exempt only one thousan''. dollars, with a

greater percentage taken from each progression. Kon-relatives

paid the five per cent on anything up to twenty-five thousand

dollars; a much greater percentage on larger amounts. These

rates seemed rather high especially on smaller estates, but

the people were assured that the rates were up-to-date and in

22
line with other nations and states. There seemed to be

little criticism of the addition of such a tax.

^^Ibid.
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One other revenue bill was passed, and vetoed by

Governor Stubbs, This was Senator Avery's mortgage regis-

tration fee bill. The bill would take mortgages from the tax

list, that is, exempt them from taxation, but place a regis-

tration fee of five dollars on each thousand dollars of the

mortgage. There was a great deal of discussion on this bill,

with opinion very much divided. The newspapers seemed gener-

ally favorable, but were not too disturbed by the veto. The

veto was based upon laws of the state which made mortgages

property and all property was to bear a uniform rate of tax-

ation. There was little doubt that this fee would have been

paid by the borrower which many people thought was inequitable,

since benefit thereby went to the money lender.

The Republicans pledged the enactment of a voluntary

bank deposit guaranty law and fulfilled this pledge. This was

a new kind of protection for the people, not tested in many

states. Oklahoma had passed such a bill in its previous Leg-

islature and found enforcement to be an intricate problem.

Mebraska was working on and passed the same kind of legisla-

tion in 1909 and it was mentioned in Missouri, with strong

opposition. The bankers in all the states were against this

guaranty, since they felt there was no need for it. Legisla-

tors were criticized for p-oing ahead with the new law:

Notwithstanding the fact that the best informed students
of economics and of banking believe that the system is

fraught with injustice and likely to lead to ultimate
disaster.'^?

23'Kansas City Star , January 15, 1909.
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Considering the above, the Legislature showed a fair

amount of accord in the passage of this bill; although oppo-

sition to any guaranty law was strong in the House. The Demo-

cratic members had pledged a mandatory law, similar to

Oklahoma's; but after the usual amendments end conferences,

what was substantially the administration bill, providing for

voluntary participation, became law. Consideration of this

bill was given preference over the utilities bill and it was

passed March 5, to become effective on June 50, 1909. The fund

from participating banks amounted:

to i$500 for every $100,000 of deposits t o be put up with
the State in approved bonds or in cash at the Bank's option,
and S50 on 5100,000 of deposits in cash. The Bank Commis-
sioner is then to assess all members of the guaranty asso-
ciation '550 on every 3100,000 of deposits periodically until
this cash branch of the fund raised by such assessments
shall amount to 15500,000, when assessments will cease, ex-
cept to maintain the cash fund at that figure. . . .

There are safeguarding provisions p11 through the law and
it is the best devised bank guaranty law that has ever yet
been proposed . . . and will be the mode^^for all States
which may adopt the joint guaranty idea.

J. N. DoUey, Speaker of the House in 1909, and a Stubbs

man since 1907, was appointed State Bank Commissioner to super-

vise the installation of the guaranty. The approval of the

bankers, therefore their willingness to become a part of the

association, was in doubt since it was a voluntary program;

but Dolley expressed confidence in the fact that they would

Ooin in great numbers. The National Banks could not legally

enter, but could do so by surrendering their charters and re-

organizing as state banks. It was thought that acceptance

^^Topeka Capital , March 12, 1909.
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among state banks would be strong enough to press National

Banks into reorganization so they would not be forced to cod-

25
pete with the guaranteed deposits.

By the end of the session the outlook for guaranty was

most optimistic. And while Stubbs was seeking the nomination

for United States Senator in 1912, the nation read in The

World'

s

Work:

Eight hundred state Banks with more than ^800,000,000 in
deposits, comply with it, not because they are compelled
to'do so, bjAt because they would not now have depositors
otherwise."^

This success did not come without adversity. Before the

Guaranty had been in effect six months, the courts granted an

injunction against it. ' The Guaranty law had to receive its

legal approval from the United States Supreme Court.

The only additional banking law passed provided that

directors of banks meet no less than four times a year and

be residents of the county or adjacent county in which the bank

was located. Banks in cities having a population of less than

five thousand were to have on hand funds to the amount of

twenty per cent of their deposits; larger cities to have

twenty-five per cent available. Double liability of stock-

holders was to be enforced and bank directors were required to

swear to all reports, becoming more responsible for the condition

^^opeka Capital , March 17, 1909.

^^Gatlin, The World' s Work , XXIV (May, 1912), 64-.

^'^Zornow, p. 217.
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of their banks. This was only a small portion of what

Governor Stubbs had asked, but the requirements made the

banks more dependable.

The bank guaranty law was the second of the campaign

pledges to be passed. The first passed was the anti-lobby

bill requiring lobbists to register and state their affilia-

tion. There were twelve anti-lobby bills introduced and, in

spite of the haste recommended by the governor, this bill did

not become a law until February 18. The legislature thought to

be so insurgent was showing signs of reaction.

Of the remaining campaign pledges, the last, favoring

increased operations for the department of animal husbandry

of the State Agricultural College, was defeated upon recom-

mendation of the school's president, E. R. Nichols. ^ The

Legislative Eeference Library was lost in the final bout over

appropriation bills with the accusation that Republicans were

trying to manufacture a Job for a Topeka attorney. However,

such a bureau was created during the Stubbs administration.

The Legislature did pass a bill establishing a division of

forestry, headquartered at Kansas State Agricultural College,

and appropriated S13,000 for its use, as they had pledged.

The successful bill on campaign contributions provided

that a statement be filed with the county clerk or secretary

Tlmporia Gazette, February 19, 1909; Topeka State
Journal , March 9, 1909.

^%opeka Capital , March 2, 1909.
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of state by all candidates and party chairmen, showing all

contributions received and itemized expenditures. Governor

Stubbs had asked for a law in which the statement would be

filed and publication of the facts be mandatory. This kind of

publicity did not appeal to the legislators for the Senate

bill did not include it and the House made no attempt to

amend it.*^

Another successful measure that had been promised was

the reapportionment of the state giving each county entitled

to representation under the Constitution a representative.

This allowed five southwestern counties to have one represent-

ative each. These counties had not had equal representation

to that time.

One of the most important recommendations by Governor

Stubbs was that for the enactment of laws that would help to

improve and increase the number of roads in the State. In 1909

better roads were more important than ever since the auto-

mobile was becoming the popular means of transportation, and

it was essential for Kansas to enact good basic laws for a

system of roads that would be expanded in the future. The

Kansas City Star especially endorsed such a road program,

running editorials almost daily asking for good roads for

Kansas. This was also one of the most popular subjects for

bills introduced into the Legislature. Senator Hodges and

^°Ibid. , March -4-, 1909.
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Representative Mitchell were the champions of this cause and

it was

:

with utmost difficulty . . . and annoying compromises
with the opponents of good roads that these men were able
to accomplish anything. ... It is worthwhile to note
this fact because it will appear in the light of history
as a most remarkable incident that there should have been
any opposition to these progressive measures.-'-'-

Enacted were a dirt roads law and a rock roads law. The latter

provided that a petition of fifty per cent of the land owners

in a district would allow the county commissioners to estab-

lish a benefit district and build a rock road which would be

paid for by both county and benefit district.

The State Engineer bill also passed the Legislature. The

engineer was to be appointed by the regents of the Agricultural

College. His duties were supervision over general road con-

struction, preparation of plans for state buildings and improve-

ments, and dissemination of information on road building. ^^

There was one flaw in this bill that the legislators inten-

tionally left for another session to correct, if they so de-

sired. No appropriation was made with which to pay the salary.

The Capital of March 10 commented:

... It was generally agreed in the Legislature that if
road improvement is ever to be taken up on a systematic,
comprehensive and economic scale there should be a State
Lead. The objection to a state engineer for road work was
the expensive salary. It was not until the closing hours
. . . someone hit upon the perfectly self-evident solution
of this difficulty, which was the creation of the office
without a salary, ... it was naturally adopted . . .

and all that is needed now for some good road supervision

^^Kansas City Star , March 11+ , 1909.

^^Topeka Capital , March 9, 1909.
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is for some patriotic engineer to offer his services without

remuneration. . . .oi

Generally, however, the good road laws were very well

accepted. The Star said of the leaders:

. . .They gave to the state the laws that will pay dividends

for all time - the good road laws. Within a few years the

people will appreciate more fully than they do now ^{jat

these measures mean to the prosperity of tne state.

The city commission form of government law was amended

to give all cities the authority to adopt this form upon a

vote of the people, including women. The people of cities

having the commission form of government were to vote on a

non-partisan ballot and were given the use of the initiative,

referendum and recall, in order for the people to have pro-

tection and the authority to pass judgment, if necessary, on

the laws of their city and its business dealings.

Governor Stubbs had asked for more control over the

illegal sale of liquor in Kansas, a dry state. Early in the

session, with very little opposition, the legislature passed

a law making prohibition in the state complete. Even drug

stores were prevented from selling liquor, for any reason.

A law was also passed prohibiting the sale of liquor on

trains passing through the state. Governor Stubbs, being an

especially strong believer in prohibition, saw to it that

these laws were enforced. Both he and the Attorney General

were allowed contingent funds by this legislative body, of

55ibid. , March 10, 1909.

5\ansas City Star , March 14-, 1909.
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ten thousand dollars each, much of which was used to close

the "^Joints" and prosecute those who operated them.

The federal government and President Taft were taken to

task in order to prevent the Internal Revenue Coamission from

issuing stamps to liquor dealers that were not supposed to

exist in Kansas. Kansas Congressmen were petitioned by res-

olution to support national measures that would facilitate

state efforts to make prohibition complete. One biographer

mentions that it was during the administration of Governor '^

Stubbs "that prohibition in Kansas became a practical reality

over the entire state"-^-^ and calls this one of the outstanding

facts of his regime.

On the other hand, in the heat of the battle over public

utilities several newspapers related the "radicalism" of the

prohibition measure to that of one other measure that pro-

hibited the sale or use of cigarettes. One said;

The Kansas Legislature failed to enact a Public Utilities
commission bill, a Massachusetts ballot law and an anti-
monopoly lam. But let it not be forgotten that the Legis-
lature boldly faced the storms of opposition and protest
and enacted a law to save the full-grown men of that state
from the cigarette habit. 36

One other complete prohibition bill that did pass with

the approval of practically everyone was the bill to prohibit

the type of gambling that was found in Bucket Shops. Owners

of, the employees in, and those owners of buildings rented

for bucket shops were made felons under this law and could be

Connelley, V, 2580.

^ Kansas City Star , March 11, 1909.
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sentenced to the penitentiary for from two to five years.

Immunity was granted to all willing to testify against bucket

shops, who would not be punished for any testimony they gave

in court, even though they might have worked in such an es-

tablishment. Previously the same kind of law had passed the

Missouri General Assembly, causing the Missouri bucket shops

to move into Kansas, especially in the Kansas City area. Only

those making money through the operation of bucket shops com-

plained about this law. All others gave it particular praise.

The most popular subject for bills introduced was educa-

tion. More than ten per cent of the bills introduced were asso-

ciated in some way with schools. The results added some

strength to the school laws and one of Governor Stubbs' pet

projects was passed providing for normal courses to be offered

in public high schools and giving state aid to those schools

qualifying. This was of vital importance in securing even

poorly trained teachers for the public school system, for

Kansas had been somewhat neglectful of this field. In a letter

to Governor Stubbs from Luther R. Gulick, chairman of the Back-

ward Children Investigation in April of 1909, we found this

assessment of Kansas education:

... According to the last official report, Kansas spends
less per capita on her schools than is spent by the aver-
age state of the Union. Excepting the Southern states, . . .

she has a smaller percentage of her children in schools than
other states. The reports from year to year indicate that
she is going backward, not forward. 37

57^'Governor's Papers, Walter Eoscoe Stubbs, Kansas State
Historical Society.
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Evidence of this is seen in the fact that of all the laws

introduced, the most important passed for schools generally

were the fire protection laws for school houses and school

children; and another excellent law, for testing the sight and

hearing of students, passed without a necessary appropriation

for carrying it out.

To solve another problem, a commission was established

to study the state-wide publication of text books. Stubbs

named a new committee of especially well qualified members

including President Murlin of Baker, Professor Templin, George

M. Hodges, Charles M. Sheldon, and Bishop Lillis in order to

take this commission out of the hands of the book trust. Stubbs

was also interested in adult education, requiring instructors

and professors to demonstrate and lecture to the general public

in their special fields. Counties, as well as colleges, were

authorized to maintain demonstration farms to acquaint farmers

with new agricultural methods.

Laws to protect children in the field of labor were

strengthened. The 1905 law restricted children under fourteen

from working in factories, etc., and in 1909 they were re-

stricted in other fields to the age of seventeen. To reinforce

this and insure for children their right to an education in

the public schools, a law was passed stating that no merchant

could employ a child under sixteen years of age during the

school session except under certain conditions.
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The legislature also gave its attention to various as-

pects of safety in the different fields of labor, mining es-

pecially, where laws were made to lessen the danger in using

explosives. More important, a bill was passed creating the

office of state factory inspector. All accidents were to be

reported to him, an investigation made and penalties set if

negligence was evident. Several laws were introduced to define

employers' liability, but nothing was done in this session to

help those laborers who mere injured on the job. Their channels

for aid were still very limited.

Several bills were introduced to amend the primary elec-

tion law, but the most important change made was that to

rotate names on the ballot so that no one candidate's name

would head every ballot. The Massachusetts Ballot bill passed

the House and merited some, newspaper coverage. Although the

House gave it a substantial majority, this bill to place the

candidates of all political parties for the same office to-

gether on one ballot, with office sought and political party

printed after the name of each, was called radical. It was a

law that the people wanted however, since it would make it

impossible to vote a straight ticket by simply going down one

column or marking a ballot by following the party emblem then

printed with the candidate's name.

The Senate, not wanting to vote on the ballot measure,

stalled this bill in committee, amid loud criticism from
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editorial columns. An example comment from tiie Kansas City

Star said:

Two years from now no legislative committee will have the
audacity to withhold the Massachusetts Ballot law. . . ,

It is in line with the Kansas idea. It is the best measure
for regulating the exercise of suffrage and Kansas wants
the best. 58

The duties of the State Board of Health were expanded as

Governor Stubbs had requested. They were to make and publish

sanitation rules and regulations, which included standards to

be kept in such establishments as hotels and other public

places, public baths and barber shops; for these were now to

be regularly inspected by the Board. Some of the new ideas in-

corporated here were to be adopted over the entire country

since they were basic to the public health in preventing the

needless spreading of germs. With co-operation and enforcement

the common drinking cup and the roller towel were gradually

abolished; nine foot sheets replaced the towel size previously

used by hotels.

The establishment of boards to insure adequate perform-

ance was an important part of the progressive movement. This

was legislation to provide that products or individuals were

actually what they were advertised to be. The most important

legislation of this nature passed in 1909 was the adoption of

the federal system of weights and measures that gave pure food

inspectors the duty of seeing that the people were given

correct weights. Foods, drugs, medicines, and liquors also

58kansas City Star , March 7, 1909«
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had to meet requirements of inspectors. Meat was added to the

strict inspection list, especially to prohibit the sale of

diseased animals for food. Of the professions regulated, the

State Board of Medical Registration and Examination was given

permanent quarters; bills were passed to regulate the practice

of dentistry and optometry and a state board of veterinary

examiners was formed.

A strong new set of laws for the prevention of tubercu-

losis was also passed. New cases were to be reported at once

so that preventative measures could be taken by relatives and

friends. Destitute patients were to be supplied necessary

materials by the state. Rooms inhabited by patients v/ere to

be disinfected by a health officer before again occupied by a

healthy individual. The spread of germs by expectoration was

prohibited. Milk cows were to be given tuberculin tests in

order to pass inspection and the office of Dairy Commissioner

was established to further insure the quality of dairy pro-

ducts. The State Board of Health was given a twenty thousand

dollar appropriation to be used for a state-wide campaign to

educate the public on the prevention of tuberculosis. The anti-

tuberculosis laws of Kansas equaled those of any state in the

nation.

The fight for efficiency in the operation of the state

institutions was cut short by the Senate in this session. The

House passed the law that would abolish the Board of Control,

and the boards of directors of the penitentiary and reform-

atory, then appointed a new board to have control over all
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institutions. It V7as recognized in most progressive states

that such consolidation was more economical for the state,

but the question here raised was whether or not the peniten-

tiary required more attention. Apparently the Senate thought

it did, for they did not act on the measure.

Another measure for added economy and increased revenue

asked for by the Governor was passed. The legislature abolish-

ed the positions of five deputy state oil inspectors which

were unnecessary to the operation of the department. Local in-

spectors were to take over their duties and the fees for this

service were doubled.

An entirely new law, the code of civil procedure, was

prepared by the Kansas Bar Association and passed by this

session. This law set out in detail each step a lawyer was to

take in bringing proceedings for his client, placing all such

requirements in one compact piece of legislation.

The regulation of insurance companies was another prob-

lem to be solved in order to protect the people. The law

passed by Xansas to regulate fire insurance companies was in-

tended to result in large savings for the people of the state

in insurance premiums since it included a rate review clause

and an anti-discrimination clause. Actual operation of the

measure showed this not to be the case in many instances and

the people of the state were loud in their complaints of

raising premiums.

The most important laws considered by this legislature

have shown themselves to be of a progressive nature. In the
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nation-wide struggle of the individual against corrupt polit-

ical organizations and self-seeking business enterprises,

Kansas was accomplishing its individual share. Although many

were disappointed in the accomplishments of this body when

compared to the great promise shown in January, strong laws

such as bank guaranty, trust receivers, prohibition, and

freight rate regulation could not be discounted. Unfortunately

the progressive measures advocated by the House were not those

advocated by the Senate; neither body withheld all laws of a

progressive nature, but the House, more than other such bodies

in other sessions, stood its ground on several subjects.

The present house went on record as the most economical
since the days of the grasshopper. In fact it carried
economy to the verge of parsimony. It opposed new com-
missions, raises in salaries, additional clerks or dep-
uties ... it cut most of the appropriation bills down
from last year ... In its haste to keep down expenses
the house stopped progress in many good things and
crippled many departments. 3°

On most issues the Senate seemed more attuned to the desires

of the people than the House.

Progressivism or insurgency continued to gain adherents

within the state as the years passed, while at the some time,

the remnants of the political machine closed ranks. As the

1910 elections approached, it became increasingly important

for each faction of the Republican party to make its bid for

greater strength. Stubbs, as leader of the Progressives, not

only had not completed his proposed legislative program, but

was seeking additional strength in order to attain his goal

59,'Topeka State Journal , March 8, 1909.
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of a United States Senate seat In 1912. The machine members,

known now as standpatters, encompassed the conservative wing

of the party. They were, of course, fighting for victory in

order to regain their control of the Legislature.

A strong contingency including A. C. Stich, a banker

with Standard Oil; vailiam B. Stanley, now with International

Harvester; David Mulvane; Senator Charles Curtis; and Simeon

Bear, with the Bell Telephone Conpany, backed the conservative

candidate, Daniel Wagstaff , in the primaries. The battle was

bitterly fought on both sides; each side aware of the import

of victory for their faction. Senator Curtis took this oppor-

tunity to denounce the Stubbs administration on two grounds;

first, that state taxes had increased (probably the most common

complaint against Stubbs and his reforms) and second, that it

claimed credit for all the good things done. However, Stubbs

and most Progressive candidates, continuing to run on a strict-

ly reform platform, received the nomination of the people.

The 1910 Republican Platform endorsed President Taft

only on the progressive portion of his program. For Kansas,

the Republicans pledged again the state-wide public utilities

commission. Pledges for political measures Included the initia-

tive, referendum and recall; the Oregon Plan for nominating

United States Senators; a presidential preferential primary;

and publicity for campaign contributions and disbursements.

*°Zornow, p. 217.

^"^right, p. 33.
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Labor was promised a commission to frame a workingman's com-

pensation, law and a law defining employer's liability. Other

pledges included increasing exemptions under the inheritance

tax law; making the second offense of the prohibitory law a

penitentiary offense; ratification of the federal income tax

amendment; a measure to compel corporations to begin litiga-

tion in Kansas courts; and a uniform system of county and

township records.

Stubbs' Democratic opponent in November was Senator

Hodges, running on a platform in many ways similar to that of

the Progressives. Some of their common pledges were: the initi-

ative and referendum, the recall, the Oregon plan for electing

United States Senators, labor legislation, ratification of the

income tax amendment, public utilities legislation, publication

of campaign contributions and disbursements before election,

4-5
and the presidential preferential primary. ^

A "Kansas Democrat" says the battle was not between Stubbs
a Republican and Eodges a Democrat (1910) but "It was a
fight between right and wrong. It is a fight to beat
Governor Stubbs because he has been right, and because
as a national figure in the movement for the people his
defeat would be a crushing blow to the progressive
ideas. "'^•^

Organization of the Legislature found Stubbs in a much

weaker position than he had been previously. His winning margin

42Kansas Republican Platform, August 50, 1910.

\ansas City Star , March 11, 1911.
ZLiL

George H. Callis, "A History of the Progressive Party
in Kansas" (unpublished Master's dissertation. Graduate Divi-
sion, Kansas State Teachers College, Pittsburg), p. 50.
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in November had been appreciably smaller than in 1908. This

gave those conservative Republicans elected an excuse to re-

tract their pledges made in connection with the Stubbs plat-

form. It was their obvious goal to completely discredit Gov-

ernor Stubbs, when those standpatters in the Senate allied

themselves with the Democratic members, thereby establishing

the necessary majority to organize the committees of that body

in their favor.

On January 17, the Emporia Gazette called for the com-

plete redemption of all common platform pledges since they

spoke the desires of the people. The Democrats were charged

with the responsibility of seeing that the pledges were kept

in full, with no compromises, for apparently, the plan was to

report out of committee only those "half-way" measures approved

by railroads and corporation lobbyists. Since Democrats had

allied themselves with conservative Republicans who were known

to be "naturally opposed to these things, it was up to them to

see that their allies in the committee vote right." The article

concluded:

But the voters should remember that the Democrats hold the
balance of power. They have proved it. Now they can either
line up with the friends of the governor for good measures
or line up again to please the lobby for half way measures.
It makes no difference what name a measure bears. But
Kansas has a right to demand that every measure shall be
sincere and honest without jokers . . .*5

Even the Democratic Fort Scott paper deemed the coali-

tion between conservative Re-oublicans and Democrats to be

Emporia Gazette , January 17, 1911.
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"against progresslveness and for the special interests which

are specially advocating all that the Democratic party pro-

fesses to stand against in Kansas." They went on to bluntly

state: "They could not vote for the Democratic kind of a re-

form bill and at the same time vote with the machine Republi-

cans."^^ There was a great question in the minds of many as to

whether any kind of reform legislation would be successful with

this legislature, be it Republican or Democratic.

The limited strength of Governor Stubbs did not appear

to subdue his enthusiasm for progressive measures. His message

to the legislature on January 10, 1911 showed little evidence

of any alteration in his over all program.

The first topic with which he dealt was that of the

schools of the state, particularly country schools, which were

in great need of improvement. He then renewed the recommenda-

tion for the much publicized public utilities commission. He

asked for changes in the trial laws that would reduce the de-

lay of verdicts, such as a three-fourths jury verdict in civil

cases, and refusal to grant new trials on the basis of errors

in court that did not in actuality affect the essential rights

of the parties involved.

He recommended a type of ouster law that would give the

governor the povjer to force officials to carry out the laws of

the state or lose their position. He recommended a constitu-

tional amendment that would allow the state to derive its

^^Ibid ., January 25, 1911-
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entire revenue from state-wide public-service corporations, as

had been done satisfactorily in fifteen other states. A proj-

ect included in his campaign speeches, that of paying "wages"

of prisoners in the state penitentiary to help maintain their

families, was recommended. Amendment of the inheritance tax

law and improvement of last sessions' good roads legislation

were asked,

Stubbs' recommendations for the field of labor included

the workingman's compensation law and employers' liability law,

as well as suggested improvements in the safety features of

mines and a branch of the school of mines to be located at

some point near Pittsburg. The recommendation for a peniten-r

tiery sentence for the second and further violations of the

prohibitionary law was made; also recommendations for consti-

tutional amendments for the recall, initiative and referendum.

Also called for were primary elections for delegates to the

national conventions. The Oregon Plan for the election of

United States Senators by direct vote was requested immediately.

Governor Stubbs made suggestions for amendment of the

bank guaranty law to enable those four hundred banks that had

been accepted to compete in interest rates with national banks.

Again he made the recommendation that campaign contributions

and disbursements be publicized before any election.

Eecommendations were made that county officials in

counties with a population above thirty-five thousand be paid

a salary by the county treasurer to whom should go all fees.

And repeated was the suggestion that the position of county
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assessor be abolished in counties with a population of less

than thirty thousand instead of fifteen thousand as the pre-

vious legislature had enacted.

Stubbs again asked for a two-cent passenger fare for the

state and for the anti-pass law to be re-written to exclude all

but etaployees and their families from the free list.

The Governor suggested that the Secretary of Agriculture

be made state commissioner of immigration with the purpose of

attracting new settlers to the state. And he asked, for the

sake of efficiency and economy, that all reports of state

officers be consolidated into one volume; that Kansas corpora-

tions be compelled to begin all litigation in Kansas courts;

and again spoke of the consolidation of the boards of the state

institutions wherever reasonable.

Stubbs asked for a bill, lost to the last legislature,

that required railroads to file under oath itemized statements

of property. Included also was the recommendation for ratifi-

cation of the Federal income tax amendment.

Stubbs gave his attention to possible improvements that

could be made in the care of the insane toward the goal of re-

turning as many as possible to a fruitful life. And he noted

improvement in the fish and game department, but asked for an

investigation into the possibilities and added potential that

future work in this field would bring the state. Adequate

appropriations for educational institutions were requested,

plus the suggestion that perhaps one board governing all
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educational institutions of higher learning in the state take

47
the place of the various boards of regents. '

The results of the work of this session did not become

evident until near the closing date when progressive members

of both parties finally began to co-operate. Then the legisla-

tive wheels started to turn and several pieces of good legis-

lation were enacted.

After nearly four years of publicity and agitation, the

last days of the session found both houses coming to an agree-

ment on terms for a public utilities comaiission for the state.

The final product was accepted almost unanimously, the feel-

ing not being that the bill was close to perfect, but that it

was as good a bill as could be procured under present condi-

tions. The state-wide commission idea had been accepted and

the number of members set at three, to be appointed by the

governor. However, the home rule contention was again heard;

this time in terms of allowing local councils to control local

utilities with the commission to have no local authority. The

final bill called for the commission to control only state-

wide public utilities; local councils to control local or

county companies. But any citizen could appeal to the state

commission, in which case the commission would then have the

power to take control of that utility to correct any abuses.

' House Journal ; Seventeenth Biennial Session, Topeka,
January 10 to March 12, 1911. (Topeka: State Printing
Office, 1911), pp. 5^-49.
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The point upon which this bill was almost lost was that

feature on controlling the issue of stocks and bonds. The

original Senate bill gave the commission absolute power to

grant or withhold permission to issue stocks and bonds, this

being intended as an effectual bar against stock watering. The

House bill did not contain such a provision and the House

would not agree to this regulation. The Senate would not

concur with the conference committee report that such per-

mission would be "forthwith" granted upon a proper showing to

the commission of a need for such an issue. This "joker" in

the utilities bill did not place enough restrictions upon

what the "proper showing" would be. Therefore, the State

might possibly become a partner in the watered stock business,

since it would be forced to grant permission in what could

perhaps be fringe areas of investment. Buyers would consider

such stock a good investment, with state authorization, and

rates would necessarily be kept high enough to pay interest on

an investment that was sanctioned by the state.

For three days the result was in doubt; it was presum-

ably a dead issue. Governor Stubbs would definitely call a

special session to fulfill this campaign promise in full,

rather than capitulate to the demands of the House on the

stocks issue. But a new conference committee was named with

^Topeka Capital , March 5, 1911.
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results that were acceptable to both houses as "a redemption

49
in good faith of the political pledges made last fall."

The public utilities commission consisted of three mem-

bers, appointed by the governor, not more than two belonging

to the same political party. Stocks and bonds could be issued

when necessary for certain purposes after the commission had

investigated to ascertain the truth of the statements in an

application for increased issuances.-' It had the power to reg-

ulate rates and could initiate proceedings to compel such re-

adjustments as were deemed necessary. Rates could be set on

the basis of a true physical valuation of the properties of

the companies. Re-enacted were all present railroad laws with

some additional provisions. Included in the jurisdiction of

the commission, besides railroads, were all telephone, tele-

graph, street railway, express and sleeping car companies.-'

The main complaint upon final passage was the deletion

of a clause forcing local and independent telephone companies

to connect their lines. This was important to many of the

smaller communities and companies; but optimism was expressed

that such deficiencies would be corrected by future legisla-

tures if necessary.

^^Ibld ., March 10, 1911,

5°Ibid., March 8, 1911,

^•^Kansas City Star , March 8, 1911.
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Education was a topic on which aost o.f the legislators

were able to agree and the obtained results were an excellent

beginning on which to build this heretofore much neglected

area. Laws were passed to insure each student an opportunity

for an adequate high school education in that consolidation

of rural schools was made easier, a simple majority vote being

all that was required for such a change. The district boards

were enabled to supply free transportation for those students

living more than two miles from the school. Free tuition was

made available to all pupils in counties having a population

of less than ten thousand so that such students might attend

larger schools in cities. Authorization was given for the es-

tablishment of township high schools in rural communities.''

To improve the quality of education received, the

minimum length of the school term was raised from five to

seven months and a $75»000 per year appropriation was made to

aid weak school districts that could not independently support

such an expanded term. Qualifications for teachers also be-

came more rigid with improving conditions. Certification was

placed in the hands of the state board of education, where

certain state educational institutions had previously made

the standards. Gradually increasing amounts of high school

education were to be necessary as a qualification in securing

the first certificate. In 1915 » the requirement of one year of

high school education was to go into effect; for a first grade

5^Ibid. , March 12, 1911 and March 21, 1911.
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certificate, a high school education was required. Normal

training courses in high schools were to be expanded to help

supply these better trained teachers. Forty more schools were

to be paid five hundred dollars each for including these

courses in their curriculum, plus an additional two hundred

and fifty dollars each if they provided courses in agricul-

ture and domestic science.

The appropriations for the institutions of higher learn-

ing were approved without the usual amount of wrangling; as

well as additional appropriations for new buildings for the

State Agricultural College and the Pittsburg Manual Training

branch of the State Normal School, plus another wing of the

administration building at the state university. Also, ap-

proval was given for a State School of Mines and Metallurgy

to be located at Weir City, under the supervision of the

university, and '$25,000 was appropriated for its first two

55years. -^^

Teachers were able to acquire permission for the es-

tablishment of a pension fund. It was entirely optional with

the board of education and only permitted in cities of the

first class. The plan would apply to teachers with thirty

years experience in the state, the last fifteen in that city,

and was not mandatory for any teacher. The legislators from

^^Ibid. , March 8, 1911.
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districts containing cities of the first class were vigorously

opposed to such an "expensive" measure.'^

The most publicized of the bills dealing with education

was the bill to abolish the boards of regents of the main col-

leges and university and in their place to form a three member

board of administration with jurisdiction over the business

management of all these schools. This was an administration

measure, first killed in the Senate; later it was introduced

in the House by Representative Keene and this measure surpris-

ingly passed the Senate. The House measure included also the

Olathe school for the deaf and the Kansas City school for the

blind as educational rather than charitable institutions. The

Kansas City Star editorially backed this measure saying it would

take schools out of politics and away from conflicting interests

in the legislature. The board would ask for appropriations on a

business basis and no legislator would want to play politics

with claims made by a board which had investigated the needs

and represented those needs fairly in the appeal for funds. ^^

The governor had recommended this kind of measure in

an effort to increase the efficiency of the schools and perhaps

their size and effectiveness. However, before signing the bill.

Governor Stubbs sent telegrams to many leading educators in

the country to ask their opinion of the Kansas measure. He

did not receive one unqualified affirmative response. Like the

^Topeka Capital , Karch 1, 1911.

^^Kansas City Star , March 3, 1911; March 6, 1911; and
March 8, 1911.
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gDvernor, several mentioned approval of the principle, but

felt generally that the salary provided would not appeal to

men who could best carry out the necessary provisions, and

that perhaps the board should include more men, as this plan

had too much power concentrated in the hands of too few. Also

there was the point that the academic decisions should be left

to the institution itself. The bill had specified that the new

board would elect the executive heads and treasurers, appoint

professors and all employees, and fix their compensation. They

would have made the rules and regulations for the advancement

of personnel, as well as rules and regulations for the govern-

ment and administration of the schools.-^ On the above grounds,

the governor vetoed the board of administration bill, but

appointed two separate commissions to study the question in

order to recommend to the next legislature a plan that would

effectively carry out this principle for good business opera-

tion of state schools.

Most political pledges made in the 1910 campaign did

not carry the strength of conviction through to the Legisla-

ture. Initiative and referendum resolutions were introduced

in both houses. Actually the house introduced two; the first

was passed and killed by the Senate; so it was tried a second

time. The majority in the House was one hundred seven for to

ten against; in the Senate the vote was twenty-four for to

fifteen against, but this '..'•"=; not the two-thirds required for

56^ opeka Capital , March 8, 1911.
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a constitutional amendment. Tiie Wichita Eap;le commented that

this defeat was a direct blow at Governor Stubbs who had been

57
advocating such legislation throughout his political career.-"

In retrospect the Emporia Gazette stated that since this was

the first test of the initiative and referendum in the Senate,

"the vote shows a hopeful status of the question." The Gazette

compared this with the utility bill of the 1909 session,

noted the successful passage in 1911 of a "drastic" measure

that would not have previously received ten votes in the

Senate, and looked hopefully to the passage of the initiative

and referendum, with a similar kind of momentum, in 1913

•

"... Kansas is a state that responds intelligently to agita-

tion, if the cause is just."''

The companion measure, recall, was even less successful,

though it too was pledged by both parties in 1910. The reso-

lution passed the House by a ninety-six to twenty-two vote, to

be defeated by the Senate, as was a similar resolution orig-

inating there.

Although the defeat of initiative, referendum and re-

call was blamed on personal hostility toward Governor Stubbs,

there were also other reasons for their failure. There were

six measures offered in 1911 that required amendment to the

state constitution, while the maximum that could be submitted

57Alberta Doyle, "The Progressive Movement in the Repub-
lican Party in Kansas; 1902-191?" (unpublished Master's dis-
sertation. Department of History and the Graduate School,
University of Kansas, 1952), p. 96.

''TJmporia Gazette , March 11, 1911.
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to the people at any one election was three. The split Repub-

lican party was not able to agree on which three anendments

they wanted to support. Then there was genuine confusion on

the part of some people as to the actual advisability of

direct legislation. Were the people able to adequately in-

form themselves in order to make wise choices? Or, as Repre-

sentative C. F. Scott was quoted in a speech to the United

States House of Representatives, was the demand for such leg-

islative privileges for the people "a declaration in effect
CO

that the representative government is a failxire."^'^

On the other hand, the newspapers in general pointed

to the 1911 Kansas Legislature as an example, for the most

part, of a legislature engulfed in self-interest, forgetting

the interests of the people, and holding tenatiously to their

place in the legislative system. The March 9 Kansas City

Star stated:

Kansas will not be able to secure a responsible legislative.
scheme or a responsible legislature until it ari^nds Its
constitution. The experience Kansas has had with the present
legislature indicates that the people will have a hard time
in securing a chance to vote on such an amendment. Where a
few standpat senators have the nerve to violate a party
pledge and deny the people a chance to vote for the right
to initiate laws for the legislature to pass, it is cer-
tain that the same kind of statesmen would not be in a
hurry to give the people a chance to the legislature it-
self. . . . (The people) know that the politicians will
never permit them to have the kind of legislature that
would be legally bound to do what the people commanded it
to do, if they can prevent it.^'^

^'Topoka Capital , March ^, 1911.

60
""Kansas City Star , March 9, 1911.
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In his message to the legislature, Governor St">bP had

asked for provisions whereby recalcitrant public orr_oials

might be removed from office. The legislature passed such a

law, the Brewster Ouster law, which was meant to facilitate

the removal of public officers by ouster proceedings in the

courts. William Allen White called it an excellent law. He

pointed out that it differed entirely in principle from the

recall, hence could not take its place; said that it was

needed as a safety valve to insure that some officers could

be reached by this kind of action, if the conduct of their

office was not in line with the law of the state. However,

White had to admit that perhaps in soae cases legislators

felt that their vote for the ouster bill excused their vote

against recall. ^'- White denied this line of thought, but the

Kansas City Star intimated that an ouster law was not needed

nor wanted by the people and that this was "merely another of

the 'lame duck' measures to be offered Kansans in place of the

62
strong, effective laws that were promised."

Following a national trend and redeeming a pledge of

both the Republican and Democratic parties, this legislature

passed the Oregon Plan for the direct election of United

States Senators. According to the Federal Constitution, thi

as as close as the people could come to voting directly for

their choice for Senator, since the Constitution provided

s

w

^'"Emporia Gazette , March 4, 1911.

.

^^Kansas City Star , March 2, Wll.
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for senators to be elected by the state legislatures. Pre-

viously candidates had been sent before the legislature by

party nominating conventions, but mith the passage of the

primary law came much agitation, not only for the inclusion

of senatorial candidates on the primary ballot, but for some

form of assurance that the choice of the people in the primary

would be binding. Under the new law the people would nominate

their candidate in the primary as the present law stated; but

the names of the nominees for each party would then appear on

the November ballot for a sort of second nomination (since

only the legislature could elect the senator). Each candi-

date for the state legislature had the option of signing or

not signing a declaration that he would be bound by the vote

of his constituents. These provisions gave the people knowl-

edge of which candidate received the majority vote from the

people and how their representatives voted.

However, the voice of the people was soon to carry more

weight, for from Washington came a request to Governor Stubbs

that the Legislature pass a resolution requesting the Sena-

tors from Kansas to support proceedings then before Congress

for an amendment to the United States Constitution permitting

popular election of United States Senators. Both Kansas

houses passed the resolution asking all Senators and Congress-

55
men to "vote and labor" for the passage of this measure. -^

65
'^Letter of Walter Eoscoe Stubbs to Jonathan Bourne, Jr.,

February 9i 1911, in Walter Roscoe Stubbs Papers (Kansas State
Historical Society, Topeka, Kansas).
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This, the Seventeenth Amendment, passed both houses of

Congress in 1912, srnd by that time the senators from, twenty-

nine states vjere elected directly by the people, as far as

64-
possible, under the Oregon Plan type of law.

The Democratic members of the Legislature had pledged

the Massachusetts Ballot as an amendment to the primary law.

This measure, while gaining strength during the 1909 session,

did not have the same strong advocacy in 1911 and mention of

it did not last beyond the first weeks of the session. News-

paper comment was not in evidence; failure of the bill was

not recalled among the many other omissions of this legisla-

tive body.

Both parties had made pledges concerning corrupt prac-

tices laws. It was important to the people, apparently, that

publicity be given to contributions to and disbursements of

political parties as a means of controlling the influence

of money in political campaigns. But the two parties were so

far apart in their approach to this problem that there was no

hope for compromise and this political measure also fell

in 1911. For the protection of politicians, however, a law

was passed prohibiting the use of anonymous material of a po-

litical advertising nature that might prove detrimental to

any candidate for public office.

Harvey Wish, Contemporary America (ed. rev.; New York
Harper and Brothers, 1955), P« 13

>
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The presidential preferential primary was pledged in

the Republican party platform, recommended by the governor in

his message to the Legislature, and advocated for Kansas by

Senator Bristow from Washington. ^^ The bill mas introduced

in the house by Robert Stone of Shawnee County and defeated

there by a coalition of Democrats and standpat Republicans.

The Topeka Capital , spoke out against the "pro-corporation

conservatives" saying:

The question in the Stone bill is the same as in other

issues that have divided the Legislature irrespective of

party lines - whether the average citizen is qualified

for self government. The question in this particular case

is whether it is 'safe' to permit the people in primaries

to choose the delegates to a national convention, . . .

or whether the Congressmen and Senators and party
'leaders' should have the choosing of delegates. . . .

The objections to the Stone bill are identical with the

old objections to the State-wide primary. It is the same

thing a little more widely extended. . . . because of no

faith in the judgment of the people in their political
affairs. "66

The correspondence of the governor showed that it was the loss

of this issue that caused many citizens to request a special

session of the Legislature in 1911 to enact the preferential

primary law. This was not done and with the loses in 1912 in

the Progressive ranks in Kansas, the law was never passed.

Also, usually considered a political measure, was the

question of woman suffrage. The resolution to submit to the

men of the state in 1912 a constitutional amendment giving

^^Letter of Joseph Bristow to David Leahy, September 8,

1911, in Walter Eoscoe Stubbs Papers.

^^Topeka Capital , March 4, 1911.
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women the right tD vote was passed early in the session. This

suffrage was limited to voting on state and congressional

officers. For women to vote on presidential candidates, it

was necessary for the legislature to pass a law to that effect,

which it was unable to do. ' The acceptance of the amendment

in 1912 made Kansas the sixth state in the union to give wom-

en equal participation in governmental affairs.

letters received by Governor Stubbs in November of 1910

from Sim A. Bramlette, president of the Kansas State Federa-

tion of Labor, opened discussion of the desires of labor for

the coming session. He stated that:

compensation for industrial accidents is being pretty
generally accepted as a better solution to the problem
than would be the enactment of a liability law, by reason
of the litigation that would be avoided in operating
such law.°9

Employers' liability, as well as a commission to investigate

the possibilities for a workingman's compensation law had been

promised in the two party platforms; and the governor had rec-

ommended actual passage of the compensation law. Bramlette

named such states as Hew York, Maine, Wisconsin, Illinois,

Ohio and New Jersey as having already appointed commissions;

and Missouri as about to do so. Kansas was being pressed to

do likewise in order for the commissions to work together to

^'^Ibid. , March 5, 1911; Kansas City Star , March 3, 1911.

TImporia Gazette , February 9, 1911.

^"^Letter of Sim A. Bramlette to Walter Roscoe Stubbs,
October 11, 1910, in Walter Roscoe Stubbs Papers.
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acquire uaiformity in the legislation on this subject among

the different states.

The legislature in this case seemed more than willing

to carry out its pledge, for the Joint Committee on Labor was

able to submit on February 15, a bill to provide automatic

compensation for working men. By March 5, the Senate had

passed the committee bill which was to apply to all employers

whose shops employed more than five men. Technically it was to

be optional as to whether provisions would be accepted by

either employers or employees, but the terms made it almost

mandatory that both accept. The senate added a nine-member

observatory commission to report to the succeeding legislature

on what changes would make the bill more effective.

The House cut out the commission and increased the

smallest number of employees to be covered to fifteen. In

conference, agricultural workers were exempted from the pro-

tection offered and all shops employing less than ten employees.

The Senate was willing to accept these new terms, but the

House voted to non-concur, standing by the minimum of fifteen

employees in shops to be covered. After the third conrerence,

the Senate agreed to the terms of the House, many apologizing

for the weakened measure. The bill was considered to be any-

way an "entering wedge, establishing workmen's compensation

in Kansas.
"'^°

' Topeka Capital , March 11, 1911.
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The disappDintment among supporters of this legislation.

was great.

"The factories in Kansas are staall and a large percentage
of the laboring men of the state are employed in small
factories, shops, mines, etc.," said W. L. A. Johnson,
state commissioner. "For enployees of the factories that
are too small to come under the provisions of the act
there is only the protection of the common law. there
having been no general liability law passed. "'i

labor, of course, was not entirely satisfied with the result;

but also accepted it as a beginning.

The passage of this bill made Kansas the second state

in the nation to provide automatic workmen's compensation.

New York had such a law in operation, but it was not consider-

ed satisfactory. The Kansas measure, even in its final form,

was said to be more liberal to workmen.

The employers' liability had been discarded in favor of

the compensation bill, but a law was passed that applied the

Federal Employer's Liability Law to Kansas railroads and mines,

giving men working in these operations more protection.

Another area in which reforms in the interest of the

people had been promised was the field of taxation. The rati-

fication of the Federal Income Tax Amendment to the United

States Constitution was promised in the platforms of both

major political parties. This resolution was passed early in

the session.

Changes were also promised in the unsatisfactory in-

heritance tax law which had passed the previous session. The

''-'Ibid., March 7, 1911.
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Democratic pledge was for repeal of the law; while Republicans

pledged to amend it to give direct heirs greater exemptions.

As work on the bill began, the results became questionable for

the House measure exempted the surviving husband or wife fifty

thousand dollars, and children twenty thousand dollars each,

even though recommendations were made for a twenty-five thou-

sand dollar exemption for husband or wife and a ten thousand

dollar exemption for each child. The Senate heard the above

conditions, then amended the bill to exempt entirely all

direct heirs.' The House concurred in these amendments,

showing that many of the legislators were against an inherit-

ance tax of any form, but would vote for the weakened form

75
rather than leave the old law on the books.'-'

Although these new terms sounded most benevolent,

obvious inequities remained. Members of the tax commission

pointed out that, generally speaking, small estates had paid

the previous higher rate, while larger estates had awaited

the outcome of this revision before paying any tax. Under

these conditions, those who could least afford to pay had

already paid, while those more able would be exempt from

paying under the new law. In a message to the legislature

Governor Stubbs intimated a veto on the new legislation un-

less appropriations were passed through both houses that

would repay taxes already taken in, that would not have been

'^^Ibid., March 1, 1911.

"^^Ibid. , March 5, 1911.
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paid had the new law been the original law. A threat of an

extra session should this not be done was reported by the

newspapers. The Senate started work on such an appropria-

tion bill, which would amount to around eighty-five thousand

dollars, but there was not enough time for this to go through

both houses.

This bill was ultimately vetoed by the governor and the

original remained. He was quoted as saying

"... during the coming two years no small estate will
be compelled through me, to pay its inheritance tax. How-
ever, all of the power vested in my office !^ill be used to

compel the big estates to pay their taxes." '-^

A mortgage registration fee bill was passed by the 1911

legislature, very similar to that passed and vetoed in 1909.

Governor Stubbs vetoed the 1911 measure also and, although an

attempt was made, the bill was not strong enough to pass over

the governor's veto.

Other tax measures were considered, and to a large ex-

tent were successful. A change in the meeting dates for the

boards of review would hopefully help to settle personal real

estate assessment questions in a better manner. Real estate was

to be classified and assessed as to its different character-

istics. Also by a new law, districts for assessment could be

subdivided and deputy assessors appointed in order to complete

'^\ansas City Star , March 10, 1911.

'^Topeka C apital , March 15, 1911.
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the a'ob in a given area in the allotted time. The Topeka

Capital gave this evaluation:

Several important changes were made in the old laws which,

in the opinion of the State Tax Commission, will greatly
improve the administration of the general property tax law

in vogue in Kansas. They will also do much toward enabling
a nearer approach to an equal distribution of the tax
burden. '°

The old law requiring uniform assessment on all kinds

and classes of property was retained despite the charge that

it was antiquated and caused the loss of about three quarters

of a million tax dollars per year in the realm of concealed

personal property. Under the above uniform clause, all prop-

erty had to be assessed in the same manner as real estate.

Many felt a change in this law could considerably increase

the tax revenue of the state by allowing personal property

to be assessed at a lower rate so the people would not resort

77
to concealing it.''

A very promising measure, a platform plank of the Re-

publicans and Democrats, was passed to provide for uniform

books of account for all county, city, township, school and

road districts, and state offices. A commission was to select

the systems and put them into effect. This was another of the

measures that placed state functions on a business basis and,

it was hoped, would result in a substantial savings of tax

dollars.

'^^Ibid. , March 15, 1911.

"^"^Ibid. , March 5, 1911.
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One of the most adnirable measures passed fulfilled

a Democratic Party platform pledge, but already had become

a special project of State Bank Commissioner Dolley. This

required all companies wishing to sell stocks or bonds in

Kansas to file a prospectus with the bank commissioner, and

if the prospectus was found valid, to receive from the bank

commissioner a certificate of authority showing the relia-

bility of the company. Ko company without such a certificate

could legally advertise or promote or sell stocks or bonds;

and those with no certificate would be the concerns thought

to have no value behind them.

Over a year before, Commissioner Dolley had recognized

the great loss to the people of the state that this kind of

transaction represented. He estimated the graft in Kansas

alone to be not less than three million dollars a year, a sum

ecLuivalent to the total cost of the State government. The

federal government had not been able to keep up or cope "with

this evil whose growth in the last few years had been so vast

as to stagger" the authorities.' Dolley took the matter into

the jurisdiction of the office of the bank commissioner, had

them investigate the different companies offering stock for

sale in Kansas, and publicized the availability of this in-

formation to the people. This he did without authorization.

"^^Ibid. , March 6, I9II.
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The "Blue SIcy" law of 1911 gave the department certification

authority and allowed then to charge a fee of two and one half

dollars for each company considered. The extra expense of

carrying out the process of passing on the validity of these

companies was to be paid from the fees turned in by investment

companies. A companion piece to this law gave the bank com-

missioner complete supervision of building and loan companies

and set the rules for their conduct.

Since speculative promotions, some valid and others

completely ficticious, were increasing rapidly throughout the

country, and the money came from the savings of all classes

of people, education on the subject of choosing investments

wisely was found in many publications. Kansas was the first

state to legislate against the selling of "fake stock" and it

was fervently hoped that this legislation would entirely do

away with wildcat concerns in the state. On July 24, 1912 the

national convention of insurance commissioners met in Spokane,

Washington, and decided to present to the legislatures of each

state a blue sky lew based on that originated in Kansas.
"

The bank commissioner was also given authority to fix

the maximum rate to be paid on time deposits in banks. Com-

missioner Dolley fixed the rate at three per cent, to apply

to both those banks which were under guaranty and those which

7;ere not. In this way competition between the two groups was

'^Jennie Small Owen (annalist), Kirke Meohem (ed.). The
Annals of Kansas 1836 - 1923 (Topeka, Kansas: Kansas State
Historical Society, 193^), II, p. 4-7.
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reduced. The Emporia Gazette of March 18, 1911, showed this

standing of the guaranty:

There are now four hundred nine state banks coming under
the provisions of the state guaranty law and sixteen more
applications are pending. There are about nine hundred
state banks in Kansas. There is in the state treasury,
comprising the guaranty fund a total of S727,500. The law
is now in operation, following the recent supreme court
decision and State Bank Commissioner Dolley says it will
be only a short time until most of the state banks will
be participating in the fund. 80

* Other campaign promises were not at all successful with

the exception of prohibition violation penalties, A bill was

passed whereby any person violating the Prohibitory Law more

than twice became a "persistent violator" and was to be sen-

tenced to a term of not more than one year in prison. The

penalty was not retroactive, so those with previous convic-

tions for selling liquor were not subject to the sentence. It

might also be mentioned that the absolute prohibition of 1909

was somewhat enervated when permission was granted by the

1911 Legislature for druggists again to sell alcohol for cer-

tain purposes.

One of the major requests made by the governor in his

message to the Legislature was for special attention to laws

supporting good roads for the state and improvements in the

actions taken by the last Legislature. There was some measure

of success for bills of this nature, A general good roads bill

was passed which repealed all antiquated laws, re-enacted their

essential provisions where necessary, and codified them. In

SOEmporia Gazette , March 18, 1911.
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addition, the drag law was made compulsory and its violation

a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine of twenty-five dollars.

This was expected to perhaps cause some criticism, but was

added to insure that the work would be done. Road taxes were

to be made in cash, and township road levies were increased.

Provisions for funds for building bridges in the various dis-

tricts were made. Concrete was to be used in these bridges,

rather than "tin".

These were excellent gains, endorsed strongly by the

advocates of good roads. However, the Avery bill, called one

of the best measures of the session, which passed the Senate,

and might have passed the House had thero been more time, was

defeated. This measure would have required a registration fee

for automobiles, the proceeds to be used for roads and to es-

tablish a state highway department. The state highway engineer,

head of the department, would receive a reasonable salary, em-

ploy assistants, and would have authority to pass judgment on

plans for road improvements and bridges in the state. As eval-

uated by the Kansas City Star :

All this signifies a marked advance in public sentiment
in Kansas regarding modern roads. Four years ago Senator
Hodges had the greatest difficulty in securing so much
as a hearing for the progressive road laws. Two years
ago he succeeded in getting them before the legislature,
but, with the exception of his own rock road measures
which made road building optional with a majority of the
farmers, they were all defeated in the final votes.

With public sentiment pushing the '^'-.eap politicians
out of the way of effective measures lot road building
Kansas may felicitate itself upon the prospect of the
actual realization of good roads. °-'-

^•4cansas City Star , March 5, 1911.
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Drainage laws for th.e state mere given the same type of

complete revision, were codified and improved. Of tJae new laws

enacted, most applied to the vyyandotte county area, giving

Kansas City, Kansas, the opportunity to maintain its streets

and rivers in a manner befitting a city. Also appropriations

were made to aid in the improvement of irrigation possibili-

ties in the state.

Measures to improve general health in the state were

successful, and the legislature was most generous in appro-

priations for new hospitals. Fifty thousand dollars was des-

ignated to be used for the construction and administration

of a sanitarium for tuberculosis c^.ses. Location and type of

buildings were to be set by a commission appointed by the

governor. It was thought that this bill was so readily ac-

cepted by the Legislature because of the efficient educa-

tional campaign that the State Board of Health had been con-

ducting for the past two years on that subject.

The Legislature also found that they were able to cut

one hundred thousand dollars from the appropriations for oth-

er state institutions and to designate this amount for a new

hospital for the insane, to be located in the western part

of the state.

Another hospital, for treating the criminally insane,

was formed to be established in conjunction with the state

penitentiary at Lansing. Provisions were made for the univer-

sity medical facilities to be used in treating public charges

who might become healthy or be made whole by hospital care.
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One of the more important bills passed that followed

the wishes of the Stubbs' administration mas that consoli-

dating the state penitentiary and the Hutchinson state re-

formatory under one board of control. The new board was to

consist of three members appointed by the governor.

This generous Legislature also voted to increase the

salaries of the superintendents of six of the state institu-

tions. However, the governor, complaining of the increasing

amount of appropriations, did not grant this measure his

approval.

Also of importance in maintaining the health and wel-

fare of the state was the passage of the vital statistics

bill. At the preceding session, a similar bill had been

killed in the House after passing the Senate and Board of

Health forces had been working during th^ ensuing two years

to build support for it. This bill provided for a life his-

tory of statistics to be kept on each citizen including the

dates of his birth, wedding, death and cause of death. The

keeping of such vital statistics was becoming more important

as the society became more regimented and more controls were

accumulating on it.

The governor's request for an immigration bureau fail-

ed in attempts for passage and private associations, such as

the real estate dealers, were volunteering to take up this

work independently; when the Legislature passed a measure

that would take over this responsibility and fulfill other

promises that progressives had been making. A Kansas State
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Conservation Commission was established to exploit the re-

sources of the state in other areas, especially for the pur-

pose of interesting people in choosing Kansas for a home. The

commission was to consist of three members from each congres-

sional district of the state to be appointed at first by the

governor; thereafter, any vacancies would be filled by the

commission. They were to raise their own funds, but printing

for advertising the state would be done by the state office.

Conservation was carried out also in the complete re-

vision of the fish and game laws of the state. The depart-

ment was taken out of political control with the appointment

of a fish and game warden with a salary of two thousand dol-

lars a year, the first being L. L. Dyche, who sponsored the

bill. The board of regents of the University of Kansas was

to direct this department. They were to oversee the protec-

tion and propagation of fish and game, the development of

fish and game preserves and of lakes and ponds for impound-

ing, preserving and utilizing surplus water. This kind of

law was somewhat essential since the 1909 session of the Leg-

islature had failed to appropriate funds for the maintenance

of the department. Governor Stubbs' contingent fund had sup-

plied the funds necessary for the operation of the department

the past two years.

Also provided in this bill was permission for a state

fish hatchery to be built at Pratt. In his farewell address,

^^opeka Capital , March 12, 1911.
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Governor Stubbs said of the department:

"... (It) has been placed upon a basis that I0 future
years the streams, lakes, and ponds of Kansas can be fully
stocked with a variety of fish suitable to every kind of

water. The largest, most practical and most scientific
fish hatchery in the world has been constructed at Pratt,
Kansas, and has been paid for without one dollar of ex-
pense to the taxpayers of the state, 'ffarden Dyche estimates
that Kansas waters, well stocked with fish, will eventu-
ally produce from five to ten million dollars worth of

fish for food each year. . . . The fish hatchery has been
founded upon the broadest principles and with the idea
of the development and conservation of water, which will
give the state a great system of lakes, reservoirs, and
ponds which in themselves will be of inestimable value,
and at the same time will produce such a quantity of fish
as will make it possible for fish to become a common
article of food for Kansas people. "85

Appropriations were made for the State Agricultural

College to co-operate with the federal government in irriga-

tion projects in Western Kansas and also to make a soil survey

of the state. They were, in addition, to investigate the

methods used by farmers in growing corn, wheat, and other

agricultural seeds and to encourage the adoption of improved

methods. Thirty thousand dollars was appropriated for this

purpose

.

A great scandal had taken place in the state grain de-

partment; several employees being found guilty of stealing

nine thousand four hundred dollars. These persons had been

prosecuted and the department reorganized. Laws were passed

changing the grain inspection fees, calculated to equalize

the rates and make the grain inspection department self-

sustaining.

^^Ibid., January W, 1915-
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Other laws passed by the Legislature included one per-

mitting the use of voting machines in cities, which -Tias vetoed

Taj the governor; one concerning railroad shipments in which a

shipper could recover for goods lost from the original line

receiving the shipment, that line to recover from the line

losing the goods; and one permitting a o>idge having competent

jurisdiction to send a girl sentenced to prison to the Beloit

Industrial School rather than to a county aail*

With these results the seventeenth biennial session of

the Kansas Legislature adjourned. The members had seemed to

be in a constant struggle against the recommendations of the

governor; and the governor had kept his recommendations con-

stantly before the Legislature by means of numerous messages.

The Topeka Capital gave them a qualified vote of approval,

saying:

In spite of factional wrangling in the Senate and of per-
sonal hostility to the administration, as well as lack of

leadership and organization in the House, the session of
the Legislature just closed got through an amount of con-
structive and progressive legislation that ranks it up
with the best sessions of the last ten years. °^

However the same issue stated;

Aside from political reforms, it is the House that is
responsible for the failure of good legislation at this
session of Legislature. It wobbled on all subjects,
constantly changed its mind, went forward, backed up,
reconsidered, and nobody could tell frogj-one vote what
the House would finally do on any bill.'

^*Ibid., March 12, 1911.

^^Ibid. , March 12, 1911.
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This session was criticized by the governor as being

extravagant,^^ and the resultant budget was above that of

previous years. Not only were regular appropriations increased,

but there were many additional appropriations naade for new

procects. The Kansas City Star said:

For two years the reactionaries and corporation claqueurs

have been making a fight on Governor Stubbs and the pro-

grossive party behind him because of "increased taxation.

Now that thev have the power to reduce the appropriations

they have made a most signal failure. The budget is larger

than the one of two years ago, and the appropriations have

not been increased for the benefit of any of the institu-

tions Kansas is vitally interested in having built up. . . .

A reactionary legislature has pro^/ed to be the most ex-

pensive investment Kansas ever made. '

One must consider, however, that no matter how strong

the opposition was to Governor Stubbs' measures, respect of

his business administration was evident. Mr.ny measures, that

could have been otherwise written, provided for governor

appointed commissions, etc. and each appointment made by the

governor was immediately confirmed by the Legislature. The

Stubbs business propositions were well accepted, even though

. ^ , 88
his political measures were rejectea.

Improved business administration and humane treatment

helped create better conditions at the State Penitentiary of

which Governor Stubbs was most proud. Conditions had been

wretched, with many inmates contracting tuberculosis or be-

coming insane during their terms. This was not surprising for

^^Kansas City Star , March 5, 1911.

^'^Ibid. , March 6, 1911.

^^Topeka Capital , March 11, 1911-
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the prison was run, not primarily to detain criminals, but

as a center of political patronage with which to control

state politics. Governor Stubbs impressed into service as

warden a Topeka lawyer, J. D. Codding, who as an employee

of the state, not a politician, brought about great changes

for the better.

As conditions improved and business management be-

came apparent, the efficiency of prison sponsored business

increased. The state was making money through prisoners

working in the brick plant, coal mine and twine plant; when

before, they had just barely been maintained. They were

saving money, as well as improving the prison diet, with

the dairy herd and truck garden crops. The profit was es-

timated to be about one hundred thousand dollars a year. It

was this money that Governor Stubbs had proposed to divide

among the wives and families of the inmates in amounts cor-

responding to that share the inmate might have earned in

wages aside from being a ward of the state. This recom-

mendation was not reported out of the committee and was

treated as another expensive progressive measure; but al-

lowing men to live under decent conditions could only be

classified as humane. So also, this previously non-existent

profit from prison businesses due to conditions that allowed

men the health to do a days work for the state while in its

custody, could have been used humanely to aid those most ad-

versely affected by the crimes of the men in prison.
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Throu5h.3Ut his two teras as governDr, Stubbs continued

to chacapion the cause of the people in general. Bright

summarizes his term as governor:

As a driving executive and effective administrator, Stubbs
is credited with being more than moderately successful. He

rates probably among the "upper third" of the thirty-three
Kansas governors. By applying business techniques to state

government and by bringing some of the democratic processes
up-to-date, he earned his progressive rating.'^"

These two terms of Governor Stubbs represented the peak

of Progressivism in Kansas. Under his leadership, Kansas

gained a national reputation as being a state that greatly

admired and followed the principles of Theodore Roosevelt.

However, the laws that were passed indicated the ability of

Kansans to step out on their own to provide protection for the

individual citizen. Their bank guaranty, public utilities,

workmen's compensation, "blue sky", and public health measures

were examples of progressivism that placed the state above the

average.

Stubbs accomplished this primarily through his admin-

istrative ability. In order to achieve his position of leader-

ship, he had to organize; and it was an anti-political-machine

machine that was organized and included the active progressive

leaders of the state. Their accomplishments have been stated;

efficiency was increased, governmental supervision spread into

new areas, taxes were increased, people were more interested

and more informed of the workings of the government because

^'^Eright (ed,), II, 55.
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Stubbs had included them in his fii^ht and his stated goals

were to be for their benefit. He wanted the people to control

the state government; but the political measures that would,

in his opinion, bring this about were not passed by the

Legislature.

It was his stated Progressive principles that carried

Stubbs to power and acceptance. It was the adherence to these

principles that made his failure inevitable. Theodore Roosevelt

was his leader and Stubbs worked as hard to make Roosevelt

president in 1912 as he did for his own senatorial campaign.

He was included as one of the seven Republican governors to

take part in the "governors call" that supposedly induced

Roosevelt to declare his candidacy. However, Roosevelt's

split with the Republican party 7;8S definitely carried to

Kansas. Although Stubbs followed Roosevelt, the third party

was not a serious contender, in jiansas it was a coalition

between Democrats and conservative Republicans against

Progressive Republicans. The cause was lost; but the spirit

remained for another session.

Much remained in the Session Laws of the state to

recall the Progressive era. Although many today consider a

portion of the radicalism of this legislatioa ludicrous in

comparison to the stated goals of the movement, this shows

an attempt to right the wrongs of civilization. The fight

was sincere. Governor Stubbs was stopped short of his entire

program for the state, but left Kansas in a better position



to meet the future challenge of even greater corporate

wealth and social injustices.

vr
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' TEE MISSOURI IBEA

Serving a four year term from 1909-1913 as Governor

of Missouri, was another Kansan. Herbert Spencer Hadley was

born in Olathe, Kansas, February 20, 1872, educated in tiie

Olathe public schools and took his Bachelor of Arts degree

from the University of Kansas. Ke was considered in 1909 the

Progressive leader of Missouri Hepublicans. However, in com-

paring Herbert Hadley with W. H. Stubbs, one found two en-

tirely different types of men. Stubbs had come from a rather

poor family, had not completed his education, but worked his

way to success through rough construction operations. Upon

entering politics, he lacked polish, poise, and diplomacy,

tending to display the roughness of his background. Herbert

Hadley, on the other hand, was described as polished, diplo-

matic, considerate, kind, sympathetic, popular and successful."

Hadley had a genius for friendship and was noted for win-

soDieness of manner in all personal contacts. Tall,slender,

dignified, courteous, he was a fluent public speaker,

rather restrained in style and habitually well-prepared.

Officially he revealed a refreshing willxngness to co-

operate for the public welfare with men of opposite

political views, . • .2

^Johnson County Democrat , December 13, 1927. (Kansas

Scrap Book Biography, IX, p. 3.)

^Tyrrell Williams, "Hadley, Herbert Spencer," ^^-^^^f^s^g

of Americ an Biog;raphy , ed. Dumas Malone (Hew York: CEaries

Scribner"'s Sons, 1932"), VIII, 31.
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As the son of a man considered wealthy in his local

commonity and with a long and proud heritage in this country,

his background pre-determined his character to some extent.

His mother, who died when he was three years old, was a de-

scendent of an English Puritan, John Beach, who immigrated to

this country about 15*0.^ The Hadleys had cone from Ireland to

Pennsylvania about 1712; had lived in worth Carolina as C:iuakers

until the slavery question had made it uncomfortable for them

there; moved to Indiana where Herbert's father, oohn Milton

Hadley w=s born. Then, before the Civil War, the Hadleys moved

to Shawnee, Kansas, to take charge of the Quaker mission for

the Indians. Another grandfather had been a Presbyterian

minister in Kansas during the pre-Civil War days.-' John Milton

Hadley served with the Union army for four years, leaving the

service with the rank of '.lajor. Later he served Johnson County

for three terms each as sheriff and clerk of the district

court.

Vfith this ancestory and a father who set an admirable

example for his young motherless son, Herbert developed into

a self-confident young man who was able to decide what he

wanted to do and to do it well. From his days at the

^ Ibid.

,

p. 30.

Kansas Scrap Book Biography, IX, p. 4. f

''fidward J. Wheeler, "Darling of the Gods," Current
Opini on , LIV (January-June, 1915). (Kansas Scrap Book Bio-
graphy, IX, p. 35.)

Johnson County Democrat , December 18, 1921. (Kansas
Scrap Book Biography, IX, p. 3.)
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University of Kansas, nillisQ Allen White , a fellow student,

remembered him later as a young man "who did whatever he did

with vigor and enjoyment, whether it was taking part in an

oratorical contest, or hunting, or playing poker. He did it

well."
'^ Before 1892, when Kadley graduated from the University

of Kansas, it was evident he was an able leader, could work

well with others, and had thus far in his life fulfilled the

potentialities that brought success. He would no doubt continue

to do so.

Hadley's talents were varied and he could claim fame

in several fields. As a lawyer and a politician, he earned the

highest office in the state of Missouri, governor from 1909 to

1915. He was outstanding in these fields, but the tuberculosis

that caused the cessation of these activities enabled him to

develop his talents along other lines. In 191^ and again in

1915 his health failed, so instead of taking part in political

campaigns for a senate seat, he was forced to travel through

the Rocky Mountains and New Mexico, attempting to regain his

previous vigor. During these years, the law firm which he

headed was engaged to represent all the railroads west of the

Mississippi River in their physical valuation cases before the

Interstate Commerce Commission, Hadley worked on these cases

as often as he wa- ble. By 1917, he had given up work with

the Kansas City Law firm, but was able to accept a position

as professor at the University of Colorado Law School. During

"^Kansas City Star , October 11, 1939. (Kansas Scrap

Book Biography, IX, p. 2.)
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the six years spent inColorads, aside from b.is educational

duties, Jie wrote and published a book, Rome
.
and the World

Today ; served two years as counsel for the State Railway

Comtaission; and vjorked with the A^ierican Law Association and

American Criminal Court proceedings to remedy defects in the

efficiency of the law, which he continued upon returning to

Missouri, with the jMissouri Association for Criminal Justice.

In 1923, he was called and accepted the position of Chancellor

of Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri, where he con-

tinued until his death in 1927. At the University, he was in-

strumental in organizing a students' loan fund and a department

3
to furnish facilities for part time student employment. In

addition, a few months before his death he was named a trustee

of the Rockefeller Foundation. He wss survived by his wife,

Agnes, and three children when the tuberculosis that had

plagued him finally caused his death on December 1, 1927.

Herbert S. Hadley opened a law office in Kansas City

in 189*, immediately after his graduation from the North-

western Law School. He did not actually seek political office

at first, but made speeches, which he did well, for his party,

in Missouri the minority Republican Party. By 1898, he

received recognition with an appointment to the vacant

position of First Assistant City Counselor; then in I9OI he

was elected Prosecuting Attorney for Jackson County, running

Kansas Scrap Book Biography, IX, p. 5-5.
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two thousand five hundred ahead of his ticket. The next year

he was married to Agnes I«e of Kansas City. When he was de-

feated in the 1903 election, he found it necessary to return

to private practice in order to provide for his growing fam-

ily. To protect himself from the uncertainty of political

office, he began representing the Metropolitan Street Hail-

way Company; all the while, due to his honesty, effectiveness

and daring in carrying out his duties, noticeably increasing

his popularity with the general public as the years passed.

In 1904-, when he was nominated as the Republican candi-

date for Attorney General, a nomination he had not sought, he

feared his political career had been utterly ruined. However,

the Missouri Republicans had espoused generally popular Pro-

gressive reforms and in 1904- carried the state except for

the office of governor, which went to a Progressive Democrat,

Joseph W. Folk. Hadley and Folk found that they could work

together toward the goal of eliminating illegal activities

from 'the state, accepted by the people as Progressive achieve-

ments, which added to their popularity.

As Attorney General, Hadley's greatest accomplishment

was his successful anti-trust suit against Standard Oil of

Indiana. He discovered that two subsidiaries of Standard of

Indiana controlled ninety-five per cent of the state's oil

business and, by division of territory, one had taken the

eastern half of the state, while the other enjoyed a monop-

oly in the western half. Of course. Standard Oil of New

Jersey was the responsible corporation, so after a difficult
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year of serving subpoenas in New York, Hadley caught the eye

of the nation when he traveled to Kew York and brilliantly

extracted informatiDn from high Standard Oil officials,

while their respresentatives, the greatest lawyers in the

country, could do nothing. As a result, the offending

companies were fined and orders of ouster were issued against

Standard of Indiana; other states followed suit against re-

lated companies, and the Federal Court later prosecuted the

great Standard Oil of ITew Jersey.

Other proceedings taken by the active Attorney Gen-

eral under the anti-trust law were against the Harvester

trust and against combines in the lumber and insurance

business. Although some of these actions ran over into the

term of his successor, they all resulted in fines and ouster

orders against these companies. Hadley carried out the

Roosevelt tradition of public trust-busting in fine style.

He also worked with Governor Folk in destroying race track

gambling in St. Louis, These were all popularity building

ventures for Hadley and the Republicans, who had been

accepted as unfortunate mistakes; while Folk, and the Demo-

cratic party lost popularity especially with their strict

enforcement of the law against the Sunday sale of liquor.

It was only logical that Hadley would be the favorite can-

9
didate for the gubernatorial seat in 1909-

\ansas Scrap Book Biography, IX, p. 5^
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While in 1903 there was dissention within the Demo-

cratic party, the Republicans were able to ran most of their

candidates without opposition in the state's first primary

for choice of candidates. Here Hadley, as well as Stubbs,

was the first governor of his state to be nominated by the

people instead of by a nominating convention for his office.

On the basis of his character, honesty, and personal

following, he was elected in November for the four-year term.

His plurality was a great deal larger than his party's nation-

ally; Hadley running about 16,000 ahead of his opponent, while

Taft's plurality was only about four hundred fifty. And al-

though there was again a Republican majority in the House,

Republicans lost most of the state offices. Thus, Missouri

elected its first Republican Governor since 1375> 'out the

Republican was forced to prove his ability to work with men

of opposing political views, especially during the second half

of his term, and to utilize the independence of action his

personal honesty and the sincerity of his convictions had

^ ^ , . 10
earned for him.

Upon his election as governor, the Kansas City Star

expressed hope in:

... a man who believes in his own capacity to grow.

Hadley is finely self-confident; but he is not com-
placent nor self-satisfied, . . . admirable devotion

"•^Sdwin 0. IJIcKeynolds, .Missouri : A History of the

Crossroads State (Korman: University Of OliJ-ahoma Kress,

1962), p. 323.
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t3 the interests 3f a client, a constructive imsginetiDn;
tiie result is a bis;ger aan. •''

Of his victory, the Star said:

The election of Herbert Hadley as governor of Missouri
is as clean-cut a victory for the people against machine
politics and disreputable influences as is the election
of Hughes in Hew York.
Hadley's victory lacks no detail of a popular triumph.

The combination of the Special Interests against him was
complete. Brewery domination, machine rule, saloon law-
breaking, race track gambling, these threats to good gov-
ernment and public decency were in desperate activity ,«
against him. . . . won for the people and with the people.

Because of his anti-trust work and his insistence upon

honesty from corporate wealth, and especially because of his

v;ell-known admiration of Teddy Roosevelt, Hadley was consid-

ered a liberal and a Progressive by the people. However, his

circumstances in office and, probably his background, made the

results of his political career appear to be more moderate then

liberal. It is necessary to consider vihen evaluating Hadley's

administration as governor, not only that he was representing

the minority party, but that he followed a successful pro-

gressive Democrat, Joseph Folk. Although Polk was not well

accepted by the .vlissouri Democratic machine, he was able to

push through the General Assembly much legislation considered

to be Progressive in nature. Already mentioned was the passage

of a direct primary law, covering state and local officers

and congressmen, passed under his recommendation. A.lso passed

Kansas City Star , November 8, 190S. (Kansas Scrap
Book Biography, IX, p. 63.)

1?
"Kansas City Star , S

Book Biography, IX, p. Vl.)
Kansas City Star , November 5, 1903. (Kansas Scrap
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were provisions for the nomination of the caucus nominees for

the United States Senate. ^ The initiative and referendur:

amendment had been tried before, but was successfully written

and submitted to the people under Folk. He was instrumental

in the passage of the law requiring compulsory registration

and publicity for lobbyists. A law restricting child labor

was passed on his recommendation.

?olk also encouraged Progressive reforms by better en-

forcement of old laws, "adley, as his Attorney General, had

enforced the existini? state anti-trust laws. They had worked

together in reducing the gambling in the state. The Sunday

closing laws were strictly, though not popularly, enforced,

a policy followed by later governors. The compulsory education

laws were better enforced; as vias the existing anti-pass law

for railroads, but a stronger anti-pass law was not successful

with the General Assembly.

These were legislative and administrative activities in

which Hadley had little influence. He was elected as a Pro-

gressive, as was Folk, but as an sa .-..listrator, he chose to

emphasize the problems of home rule and insufficient revenue,

rather than political reform measures, as had Folk. The

problems of Missouri mere, of course, also different from

those of Kansas, Missouri was an older, better established

state, with more industry, including the manufacture of

"'"William T. Miller, "The .trogressive Movement in Miss-
ouri," The .'lissouri Historical Keview, ed. j^loyd u . Khoemaicer

(Columbia: State uistorical jsociety of i.iissouri), XXII, Ho. '^

(July, 1923), 461.
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alcoholic beverages, and more population; in general a more

sophisticated state than Kansas, but also containing many

areas of much less than average standards of living, genu-

inely backwoods areas. The great cities of the state pre-

sented problems for Hadley with which Kansas had not yet the

necessity to cope; and Missourians had not gone so far in

areas of social legislation or were reluctant to pass the

legislation that would improve the condition of the average

working man. The state treasury was also at this time show-

ing a deficit due to the lack of increased subjects for taxa-

tion, while state spending was being increased.

In his inaugural address on January 11, 1909, Governor

Hadley asked the Misrouri General Assembly for "home rule"

for the people of the large cities of the state and legisla-

tion to make their police departments non-political. This had

been probably the most prominent campaign pledge of the Re-

publicans for the past several elections. He also wanted

state regulation of the liquor traffic and a complete sepa-

ration of the brewery and the saloon. He suggested that the

state could receive a license fee from those lid clubs which

sold drinks on Sunday and that there should be residential lo-

cal option for the sale of liquor. Election reform for the

state was much needed; he suggested bi-partisan election boards

for each city, as well as for the state. He asked to strengthen

the primary election law by making fradulent practices a crim-

inal offense. Their senatorial primary law, he felt, should

be either repealed or drastically amended. Other suggestions
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were that Public Service Corporations be regulated by state-

wide appointive boards; that railroad passes be abolished;

that there be state regulation of public works trusts; that

they have a superintendent of schools in each county and that

the Courts of Appeals be used to better advantage. The state

was in great need of more revenue, and specific reconmenda-

tions were aade as to the areas from which he felt additional

taxes would most equitably be levied. Kore laws for good

public highways ¥;ere also strongly advocated.

In comparing the programs which the two new governors

of Kansas and Missouri were seeking to have enacted, one finds

they have in common proposed good roads legislation, regula-

tion of public utilities, control of railroad political power

through anti-pass laws, amendments to primary election laws,

concern over control of the sale of liquor in their state,

and concrete suggestions for strengthening the state law. The

laws of aissourl were to be organized and brought up to date

in this session, for it was the revision session, called up

by the state constitution for every ten years. Governor

Hadley had already set lawyers to work at this great task in

order that the laws might be completely codified and that all

antiquated provisions might be deleted. However, during a re-

vision session, the Missouri General Assembly was not usually

expected to be so productive as in other sessions, having the

business of revision bills demanding attention. Since the race

for lieutenant governor v;as so close that a recount was called,

it was February before the work of the session was begun. V/ith
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part of the metabers in. St. Louis and the remainder in Jeffer-

son City, the Houses were not organized for three weeks after

the opening date of the session. It was finally decided that

the Republican candidate, J. F. Gmelich, was to be seated, the

Democrats conceding, but still holding the majority with the

14power to control.

Hadley was able to get much of his legislation through

only one house of the General Assembly. Most of it was denied

him by the "Democrats of the Senate". A Kansas City Star ed-

itorial of May 17, 1909, accused the Senate of losing the re-

spect of the electorate in order to refrain from adopting any

form of Republican suggested legislation.

One of Hadley' s principle concerns was the redemption

of the campaign promise for home rule in the state's two

large cities. This became a partisan project in which the def-

inition of home rule could not be agreed upon. The Senate

bill, introduced by Democratic members, advocated complete

"home rule" in which the state would withdraw entirely from

police and excise affairs of the cities. A similar bill had

previously been vetoed by Governor Folk, for the same reasons

Governor Hadley could not support such a measure. Sunday

closing laws mere the particular issue here. The brewers and

corporations had special powers over the political machines

of the cities; hence, it was suspected that without state su-

15
pervision, some of the regulatory laws might not be enforced.

14
Kansas City Star , May 16, 1909-

^^Ibid. , May 15, 1909.
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The Republican bills submitted in the House granted "to the

cities the largest degree of local control of local affairs

that is consistent with the protection- of states' rights and

laws."-^^ Governor Hadley wanted to retain "the power - jointly

with the Mayor - to remove a comaissioner with cause.

Hadley felt that the state laws in the fields of excise and

police departments could be protected only if the state re-

tained some means of control: while the Democrats denied that

this was real home rule. So each house of the General Assembly

passed its own measure and would not accept that of the other

house. '•^ Hadley stated his intention to circulate petitions

in order to present an initiative on the subject, a measure

similar to the measure passed by the House, to the people in

19
the 1910 election. -^

A bill did pass both houses that gave Kansas City an

opportunity to re-organize its police force and increase the

salaries in ttiat department. It was hoped that this measure

would remove that department, as far as possible, from any

political orientation.

The Kansas City Star pictured Missouri as a state which

had previously been so corporation-bound as to economize in

the field of taxation to the point of sacrificing legislation

16'

Ibid . , April 2, 1909.

•'•''ibid.

^^Ibid. , ?j;arch 25, 1909.

^'^
Ibid ., May 16, 1909.
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for the people in order to safeguard corporations from paying

high taxes. ^° Folk and Hadley had already taken the initial

steps in breaking corporation influence by holding down the

"boodlers", and had passed some progressive reform measures;

but these cost more money; and there was increasing need to

improve and enlarge state facilities, which also cost more

money, so there was much complaint, especially from Democrat-

21
io newspapers, about the expense of a Republican regime.

However, the Kansas City Star , as usual an advocate for re-

form measures, continued to call for a revision of the Mis-

souri revenue system. At the end of the session, decrying

the fact that appropriations for the state university had

been below the par of other "poorer" states, they boosted

Hadley' s new revenue measures and stated: "The time is sure-

ly past when Missouri can afford to fashion its expenditures,

or investments, according to an insufficient measure of re-

22
ceipts." Even with parsimoneous appropriations, the ex-

penditures were expected to exceed the revenue available.

Missouri had a Board of Equalization, general property

tax, and supposedly, a full-value assessment for taxation.

To increase the revenue of the state. Governor Hadley urged;

"1) a tax upon the franchise of corporate existence,
2) a tax upon direct inheritances,

^°Ibid. , January 21, 1909.

^•'•Jefferson City Tribune, May 9, 1909. "

^^Kansss City Star , March 3, 1909.
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3) a tax upon wholesale liquor dealers, clubs . . .

selling liquors, and retail liquor dealers . . .

4) the abolishment of . . . system for the inspection
of coal oil and gasoline. . .

."23

Only the last of these was passed by both houses to become

law. This abolished the system of employing many inspectors,

partially responsible to Standard Oil, and installed one in-

spector with six deputies to perform the service. This, plus

a tax on whiskey, would add an expected four hundred thousand

dollars to the state revenue, not enough to pay the increased

expenses of the state. Hadley was able to avoid the deficit

for the 1909-1911 biennial only by using an executive order

24
to increase the saloon license tax. The oil inspection

bill proved successful, while enforcement of the tax on whis-

key was resisted, producing no revenue. These revenue meas-

ures were of utmost importance to Hadley for the preceding

administration had left a deficit of almost one million dol-

lars, and there were no other new means provided for produc-

ing this revenue.

There was already in existence a law for a collateral

inheritance tax of five per cent, so the two per cent tax on

direct inheritances was not favorably reported out of com-

mittee in the House. Neither house would pass the bill on

dealers in liquor. The tax on capital stock of corporations

was passed by the House, but refused by the Senate. A tax on

^^Jefferson City Tribune, April 24, 1909-

24
McEeynolds, p. 323.
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motor cars was unfavorably reported out of oonmittee. Obvi-

ously, the corporation hold on the state assembly was still

strong enough to curtail expenditures for which they might

have to pay, and the corporations did not appreciate Hadley's

new revenue measures. Extra appropriations for good roads

were necessarily declined due to the lack of revenue, as well

as a cut in university appropriations.

The attempts to solve the problem of control over the

railroads included not only the corporation tax defeated by

the Senate, but, to protect the people, bills were introduc-

ed that would establish control of the rates of express com-

panies, keep railroads out of such unrelated businesses as

lumbering or mining, and could place stiff penalties upon

railroads that discriminated in setting passenger fares,

causing those who rode short distances to pay more per mile.

More popular were the new two-cent fare bills and an anti-

pass bill. The House passed an anti-pass bill, an anti-

discrimination bill, and gave the railroad commission the

right to regulate passenger rates. However, not one of the

measures to control railroads was approved by the Senate; the

others introduced received approval from neither house. It

was somewhat surprising that no actual legislative action was

taken against the railroads after the district court declared

the two-cent fare invalid in Missouri. The laws introduced

were popular with the press, but were defeated probably due to
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the partisan feelings against the administration, in addi-

tion to the power of the railroads over some politicians.

Even further attempts to control corporations were

made when Governor Hadley asked for a public utilities com-

mission that would supercede the board of railroad commission-

ers. This bill was essentially the same as the New York and

Wisconsin measures and the one defeated in Kansas this same

year. It was an excellent measure prepared as a bi-partisan

project, and the newspaper support of such a bill was strong,

but not strong enough to push the bill through. It also passed

the House, but was defeated in the Senate, even though there

was ample time remaining after the court decision on rail-

road fares. The commission could have set rates that would

stand any court test, but the Senate saw fit to deny the peo-

ple of the state this protection.

In spite of the stress Governor Hadley placed on making

the election laws more equitable and bi-partisan, nothing

was done in this session to solve these problems. The House

passed a measure for changing the date of senatorial nomina-

tions to the same time as the primary election, but refused

to consider the Oregon plan. The Senate accepted neither. The

bill to eliminate petitions for candidates to run in the pri-

mary in favor of a filing fee was almost passed, but House

amendments defeated it. Governor Hadley' s recommendations for

bi-partisan election boards in Kansas City and St. Louis were

never considered seriously.
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The prDhibition question was important to many people

in the state. Apparently, petitions were daily presented to

the General Assembly, amply signed by citizens in favor of a

state-wide prohibition amendment. However, St. Louis was a

popular spot for breweries and the brewers were able to exert

a great deal of influence on the legislators. The Kansas City

Star^^ editorially indicated their hold over the Senate in

its attempt to attach a tax rider to the prohibition amend-

ment which the House made every attempt to offer to the people

of the state in an acceptable form. The Senate argued that the

sad depletion of state revenue necessitated some tax to re-

place that lost when liquor revenue became illegal with pro-

hibition. The tax rider they attached would almost double all

general property taxes, which, of course, made the amendment

much less attractive; not to mention the fact that it con-

tinued t;he general property tax which was felt to be an in-

equitable form of taxation* The House would not accept such

a rider, so no legislation was forthcoming. However, Governor

Hadley supervised the passage of legislation for the mechaniza-

tion of the new initiative and referendum law, believing an

initiative for prohibition would be more satisfactory. This

caused no little surprise because Republicans of Missouri had

been generally against the amendment for initiative and refer-

endum which had been submitted to the people in 1908 and

^^Kansas City Star , April 5, 1909 and May 8, 1909.
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accepted, Hadley himself iiad not voted for it, but intended

to use it, since the people had adopted it.

The local option question was settled in the House to

the satisfaction of Governor Hadley. The bill passed there

entitled city, district or county the right to vote for or

against the sale of liquor in their area. But the Senate

adopted the bill suggested by the attorney for the St. Louis

brewers, which granted to a council the power to fix the

"territorial limits within' which no dranshop shall be

located." The House would not accept this council option.

No compromise was found on this issue.

The House also passed along these lines bills that

would divorce saloons and breweries, providing that breweries

would no longer own or operate saloons; the Senate did not.

Neither branch would consider the passage of legislation

that would regulate the sale of liquor by clubs. However,

there was agreement on the passage of a bill, previously

mentioned, placing a tax on whiskey. Governor Hadley vetoed

a bill providing for the transfer- of dramshop licenses from

one person to another in larger cities. The veto was on the

grounds that it conferred the right of property on those

persons holding such licenses and would make it impossible

to revoke the license, which was meant to be considered a

privilege, not property,

"ibid., March 11, 1909.
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Woman suffrage was introduced in the Senate for the

first time in many years. It was not passed, but its sur-

prising appearance brought these remarks by way of evaluating

its future possibilities:

Woman suffrage never made much progress in Missouri.
Usually it is never heard of in the legislature, and for
many years, the law makers preferred to talk initiative
and referendum. Tvjo years ago the referendum amendment
passed and prohibition made its appearance. This year there
is a strong probability that the question of prohibition
will be submitted to a vote of the people. The next on the
list, evidently is equal suffrage, which will not pass
this year, , . .2?

Bank guaranty came up in the legislature as a strictly

Democratic measure. The guaranty bills introduced in the slight-

ly Republican House were reported unfavorably out of committee.

The bankers of the state organized early against this type of

legislation, declaring there was no need for it. In the Senate

the guaranty bill was introduced as an amendment to the

bankers' association bill for the regulation of state banks.

The bill passed by the House was similar, and both were good

measures. But the Senate stood by the guaranty amendment, which

the House would not accept and there was no new legislation

for banks.

A board of control bill for state institutions was

passed by the House; this also refused in the Senate.

Successful legislation pertaining to the whole state

was scarce not only because of the partisan members and the

revision laws to be considered, but also due to the wide

^'^Ibid, , March 15, 1909.
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variety in population density which necessitated many bills

of a local nature. Of those measures passed that would affect

the state, most were progressive. Those applying to the phys-

ical health of the state included a pure food and drug bill,

a bill fixing the standard of milk that might be sold, a med-

ical association bill, and one requiring registration of

nurses in order that those with proper training might hold

credentials showing their capabilities. A bureau of vital

statistics was also established.

Child labor laws were extended to the smaller cities as

well as the large ones; and defects in the factory inspection

laws were remedied for the safety of factory employees.

Provisions were made for school supervision in each

county; also for night schools and sucmer schools to be main-

tained in large cities. At this point, the state could not

afford to pass legislation to aid poor school districts, but

such a measure was introduced.

The General Assembly created a Board of Immigration

which was appropriated $25,000 to be used in advertising the

resources of the state of Missouri to those without in order

to attract new citizens. Governor Hadley used every opportu-

nity to publicize the variety and abundance of state resources

thereby stimulating interest in conservation in the state. A

nominal appropriation of five thousand dollars was made for

a Water Ways Commission, the five members to serve without

pay; their function to further the interests of the navigable
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streams of the state. A report 3f tb.e FDrestry Comoiission

provided added strength for the Forestry Department; but the

measure failed to pass, so Governor Hadley appointed another

commission to report to the next General Assembly. fAissouri

was slow in taking proper measures to care for their many

acres of forest and farm land.

In somewhat the same backward condition were Missouri's

game laws. New laws were badly needed and the Senate bill,

which provided for a fish and game commissioner, license fees,

etc., passed both houses of the General Assembly. However, the

two houses could not agree on amendments, so this bill was

also lost.

The road problem in Missouri was not due to a lack of

good laws, but to too much local option. ^^ There were enough

road laws to fill a complete volume of the 1909 revision work,

even after obsolete laws were repealed and effective laws

consolidated. The state could not afford to subsidize road

building and road taxes were worked out by local farmers in

their own area with the supervision of the county highway

engineer. This usually meant the work was not done efficiently

and the cost of supervision amounted to as much as the labor.

Therefore, the state highway engineer requested S; legis-

lature do away with local option road building and provide

for taxes to be paid in cash so that more work might be done

^"^Ibid. , March 7, 1909-
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on all weather roads. However, in this field also, nothing of

note was accomplished.

Other bills introduced and consolidated by a House

committee provided for the creation of a text book commission

and a printing plant to be operated by the state. This bill

gained many supporters and might have been successful had it

not required en appropriation of $300,000, which again the

state could not afford, so the bill was not passed.

Governor Hadley did his part in stimulating interest

in improving conditions within the state penitentiary. A

Senate committee and the State Board of Health both made

recommendations to improve ventilation, lighting, and clean-

liness. Some changes were initiated, but nothing requiring

the expenditure of large sums of money.

The achievements of the forty-fifth General Assembly

were thus limited. They were given their special credit for

exceptional honesty and lack of scandal. Probably their main

accomplishment, and no small one, was the complete and

scientific revision of the statutes. This was worthy of

praise. Although Governor Hadley's recommended legislative

program contained measures that were for the benefit of the

people, the legislature would not co-operate in the passage

of administration-sponsored bills.

Most of the bills that would have made material changes
in conditions were beaten, usually by party votes, though
often it was hard to sec how one party could be benefited
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and the other harmed by the passage of a law that on

its face showed no political phase. '^-'

However, the governor found he could accomplish some

reforms through his use of executive power in appointing

commissioners, educating the people through lectures, and

levying certain taxes that were in his jurisdiction. He was

serving a four year term; hence, not subject to re-election.

As the 1910 elections approached, Governor Hadley proved to

be a definite asset to his party's chances. The policies of

President Taft had not proven to be popular, but Hadley'

s

moderately progressive administration had been well accepted

by most Missourians and, with a half-hearted endorsement of

Taft's progressive policies, Republicans T;ere able to gain a

few state offices in the election, including those of rail-

road and warehouse commissioner and state superintendent of

public schools. However, in the 1911 General Assembly both

houses gained a Democratic majority.^

Governor Hadley' s biennial message, delivered January 4,

1911, first dealt with the fiscal problems of the state.

Revenue had just covered appropriations during the preceding

biennial; but with increasing demands, the need for more

revenue was becoming acute. He recommended again the corp-

oration and inheritance taxes, plus a uniform increase in

the amount of dramshop licenses throughout the state, as

additional subjects of taxation. He also recommended changes

^^Ibid . , May 16, 1909.

5°McReynolds, p. ja')-.
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in the method of assessing the real and personal property

subject to the property tax, in order that all property would

be returned for assessment. He asked for changes that would

assure, by legislative action, th-.t ."'.:. property would be

assessed at the same percentage of its true value. This

stipulation was not followed in the assessment procedure in

the different parts of the state and such assurance miglit

perhaps bring increased revenue to the treasury.

The home rule problem was not submitted to the people

in 1910 due to too many other amendments, but again Governor

Hadley asked that the people of the cities be allowed control

of their police and excise affairs. However, he continued to

maintain the necessity for the governor to retain the power,

with proper safeguards, to remove officers should they fail

to enforce the laws with which they had been specially charged.

He also advocated the commission form of government for the

smaller municipalities.

Hadley noted the defeat by a decisive majority of the

prohibition amendment in the preceding election, but stated

with certainty that this did not indicate a desire for a more

liberal policy, but the belief that control was more effective

through license, in areas where sentiment was in favor of the

sale of liquor. Therefore, he recommended enforcement of

available laws, plus some additions. Repeated, was that the

law definitely state that manufacturers of intoxicating liquors

should not be connected in any way with its retail sale;

another for residential local option; and a lew for the
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licensing of all clubs of good reputation vzhicii engage in

the sale of liquor. •

,

The fight to control railroads was not to be dropped.

Hadley, alluding to the continuing court fight over the

two-cent fare, declared his belief in its constitutionality

and recommended that the way be left open for its restoration

throughout the state. Again, legislation was requested that

would prevent discrimination against passengers traveling

short distances within the state. He also repeated the re-

quest that railroads be prohibited from issuing passes.

The recommendation for the Public Service Commission

was tempered with caution. In order to assure large corpora-

tions and railroads fair and conservative treatment, they

must be assured that such a commission would make careful,

scientific and conservative investigation of every situation

before making an order. Hadley recommended the Commission,

but expressed himself against radical or extreme measures.

Because of its efficiency and economy, he asked for

one board of control for t'le state eleemosynary institutions,

to be paid sufficient salaries, to take the place of separate

boards for each, that now served without pay. There was no

change recommended for administration of the state educational

institutions. '

To establish better control over penal and reformatory

institutions. Governor Hadley asked for a board of three

members to take charge of these institutions and to act as

a board of pardons. In addition, he recommended another
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establishment to house the younger offenders in the peni-

tentiary and the older boys from Boonville in order that

corruption throufjh association might not be spread any more

than necessary. Also recommended was the redemption of plat-

form pledges to abandon contract labor of penitentiary in-

mates.

In order that state departments might adopt more

effective and businesslike methods, Governor Hadley recom-

mended the selection of a committee from the General Assembly

to investigate conditions in each department and institution,

possibly pointing to a reduction in the number of appointees.

Also recommended was the consolidation of some departments for

greater efficiency; such as State Food and Drug Commission and

the State Dairy Commission, the State Fish Commission and Game

Commission, etc. And a public accountant to examine ell books

of account of state departments would prevent irregularities

and perhaps bring the state more revenue.

The Board of Immigration, created by the preceding

General Assembly, had shown encouraging results, but the

appropriation made for it had not materialized, therefore,

private citizens had advanced funds for its work. Governor

Eadley recommended appropriations to reimburse these

citizens and to continue the work of the board. He expressed

concern over the lack of increase in population except in

the large cities, and the need for new citizens to make use

of the natural resources of the state.
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Governor Hadley recommended legislation for highways

for year round use, as an economical investment. In order

for adequate revenue for construction and maintenance to be

available, he asked that the local option provisions be made

mandatory provisions.

Since statistics showed at least sixty thousand per-

sons in the state to be affected by tuberculosis in some way,

Hadley asked that state institutions adopt proper methods for

the care of infected patients and that a tuberculosis com-

mission be instituted for the education of the public as to

care and prevention of the malady.

The governor had asked for recommendations from an in-

terested group for the aid of the laboring man in the case of

death or injury, for now he could receive no compensation un-

less he could show it was the employer's fault. Their report

was to be his recommendation to the General Assembly; but he

wanted, at least, a commission appointed to bring further rec-

ommendations along the lines of an employer's liability or

workman's compensation law.

For speedier administration of justice, Hadley asked

for fewer technical reversals and that no reversal of judg-

ment be made '. civil or criminal cases xmless it could be

said definitely that the j^i^Si'ient was for the wrong party.

It was recommended that the jurisdiction of the courts of

appeals be increased from seven thousand five hundred dol-

lars to ten thousand dollars.
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It VJ8S asserted tiiat in cities the honesty of elections

depends upon the commission and the j?^lice departments, and

that the police coEmission should be appointed by the gover-

nor. A^^ain, Governor Kadley asked for bi-partisan election

boards in Kansas City and St. Louis and that judges of

election be Riven the risrht to require a challenged voter to

'.'.'rite his name for comparison with his name upon the regis-

tration list.

In conclusion the Governor stated that general and

senatorial primaries could be as objectionable, in a differ-

ent way, as a nominating convention. His suggestions for

amendment to the primary law consisted of a consolidation of

both methods in the nomination of candidates. He declared the

Missouri law for nominating senators unconstitutional and

asserted that the nomination should be made at the general

^1
primary or by the Oregon Flan.-'

Both governors, Hadley and Stubbs, recommended the

passage in 1911 of public utilities regulation measures, two-

cent fare and anti-pass laws, the Oregon plan for nomination

of the United States Senators and additional measures for road

improvements. Both recognized the need for workman's com-

pensation and/or employer's liability legislation; both

expressed concern over their state court systems and asked

^ Biennial ''iessa^e of G overnor Herbert S. Hadley to
the Forty-sixth General /i:-seablj , January '+, 1911.
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for means for obtaining speedier justice and fewer reversals;

and both were interested in more appeal from their state to

new settlers.

Governor Hedley's concern over Missouri's need for

additional revenue sources was not shared by the Forty-sixth

General Assembly. Hadley had managed to balance the budget for

the 1909-1911 biennial and apparently the 1911-1913 biennial

budget was to somehow be balanced in the same manner. The

appropriations were increased from about six and one half

million dollars to almost ten million dollars. However, none

of the measures advanced by Governor Hadley for increased rev-

enue were given affirmative consideration.^S g^^^ departments

were to receive additional sums for specific sources, but an

Itinerant Vendors law,^^ ^gg -he only measure passed to in

any way increase state revenue. ^"^ Despite the concern of the

governor, the Democratic Speaker termed the Legislature con-

servative and claimed the appropriations to be within the

revenue. ^^ It was greatly to Hadley's credit that the state

5^His objectives here were a law to compel a full re-

turn of property for taxation, the equalizing of the state

tax on dram shops and malcing the tax at least three hundred

dollars per year, a tax on wholesale liquor dealers, a

corporation franchise tax, an inheritance tax and ^ license

tax for clubs which sell liquor. Kansas City Star, March 7,

1911.

^^This law required a deposit with the state of <J500 and

a license fee of $25 to be T^-id by a fire sale artist and

forfeited if any provisic- -- the law was broken.

5\ansas City Star , March 25, 1911.

^^The Daily Democrat-Tribune , Jefferson City, Missouri

April 7, 1911.
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budget was balanced during his terai in office, a feat that

his most inmediate predecessors had not been able to achieve.

There were attempts in 1911 to solve the home rule

question, but again partisan differences aroused problems.

The General Assembly passed the Democratic caucus bill, which

on the surface appeared to provide for the election of a non-

partisan board of police commissioners for the three largest

cities of the state. However, the provisions of the bill

allowed the two major parties to nominate members, and since

voters could vote for only half the number of members on the

board, such a nomination was equivalent to election. As was

expected. Governor Esdley vetoed the bill on^ the grounds that

it would place all policemen, and liquor interests, actively

in politics in order to secure the election of commissioners

friendly to their interests; and there was no way the people

56
could defeat an unfit nominee.-^

The administration excise home rule bill provided that

when a city made provisions for an excise commissioner, named

by their mayor and subject to removal by either the mayor or

the governor for cause, the state would relinquish their

present control in that field. The Democratic caucus bill

applied only to St. Louis and provided for two election com-

missioners to be appointed, one from each party, by the

'^Kansas City Star , March 10, 1911.
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governor. This wes passed by the General Assembly, but Gov-

ernor Hadley did not accept this bi-partisan board. The bill

was vetoed.

J. B. Shannon, Democratic state chairman, sponsored

e bill for bi-partisan election boards for the cities. He and

Governor Hadley came to agreement on a bill to provide for two

commissioners for each party, to be selected by the governor

from a list of six men of good character submitted by the

state committee. Both parties voted for this measure and

boards were provided for both Kansas City and St. Louis. There

vias no success for those bills seeking bi-partisan judges, or

challengers, at registration and election places.

With this session, it 7;as obvious that interest in the

issue of home rule was decreasing and as late as 1928 no

changes had been made in the handling of these problems.

Comment at that time showed:

The Governor, through state boards, still controls the

city police departments, but there is now, at least in
St. Louis, little complaint of political activity on

the part of the police, and home rule has become almost
an academic issue. 57

There was a good deal of comment over the defeat in the

Senate of a measure to allow Springfield and Joplin to in-

itiate the city commission form of government. Senators from

large city districts pounced on this measure and did not allow

it out of committee with a favorable report. The same kind of

measure was also defeated i.i the House. The Senate did manage

37.Kansas Scrap Book Biography, IX, p. 5.
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tD appoint a special committee to report to the next General

Assembly on the advisability of all cities of the third class

adopting the commission form of government.

The different local option bills were again introduced,

but reported unfavorably from committee. 3ven though the "dry"

forces demanded a vote, there was no chance for any bills of

this nature, or bills in any way associated with limiting or

taxing the sale of liquor. As the Kansas City Star commented

at the close of the session:

There is no change in the liquor license taxes, in fact
the liquor laws of the state are the same as they were ,g
before the legislature met, in every essential particular.-'

The 1911 General Assembly passed a number of important

bills for the regulation of railroads, many of which had been

discussed in the previous session. Express companies had

heretofore been able to avoid almost all regulatory and taxa-

tion measures, but in this session laws were passed that gave

railroad commissioners the power to fix rates for express

companies; that taxed express companies on a basis of four

per cent of their gross earnings; and that required express

companies to deliver, v;ithout extra charge, in any incorporated

city over five thousand population, to any point within the

city, this to alleviate the situation with express companies

in St. Louis. The railroad commissioners were given author-

ization to fix maximum passenger rates; this, and the anti-

discrimination law that was passed, were meant to open the way

^'^Kansas City Star, March 23, 1911.
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for the two-cent fare and, for the present, to establish the

two and one half cent fare over the three-cent fare until a

final court decision solved this problen. Also passed was a

law voiding contracts limiting the liability of a company.

Attention was also given to measures for increasing the

safety and efficiency of the railroad system. The railroad

commissioners were given the power to compel the establish-

ment of automatic signals at dangerous crossings and the pow-

er to fix switching charges; they were also to fix the terms

under which one railroad could cross another. It was made a

misdemeanor to tamper with railroad signals and lights. Train-

men were to be protected by the requirement of the use of a

standard form of caboose. For passenger convenience, laws were

passed to require two passenger trains daily on each railroad

forty miles in length. Depots were to be kept comfortable,

clean and sanitary. And telephones were required in all rail-

road stations and employees were to be required to answer

timetable questions correctly.

The private corporation laws of the state were revised,

and a measure, very much like the Kansas Blue Sky Law, was

approved which required new corporations, before it was pos-

sible for them to be chartered by the secretary of state, to

"itemize their property correctly, setting out each partic-

59
ular piece in detail and its true value. "-^-^ The extent of

this measure was more limited than the similar Kansas measure.

^^Ibid. , April 1^, 1911.
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but was meant to help to prevent the organization of addition-

al wildcat corporations. Other laws passed for the regulation

of corporations included one making officers and directors li-

able to the stockholders when they purchased property for cor-

porations directed by them at prices clearly too high; another

made it a misdemeanor to misrepresent one's financial condi-

tion to obtain credit; another made it an offense to circulate

damaging false reports about the solvency or condition of fi-

nancial institutions; and one permitted the formation of mort-

40
gage loan companies.

The General Assembly passed the American Bar Association

measure providing for uniform warehouse receipts and giving

the forms of receipts that were to be used. All corporations

were compelled to pay their employees twice each month.

Insurance companies also found several measures passed

that regulated them. Fire insurance companies were required

to file all rate schedules with tie state superintendent of

insurance, who was then empowered to fix rates that were

deemed inequitable. This was expected to save Missourians

one million dollars annually. The amount that could be spent

for the promotion of an insurance company was limited to ten

per cent of the stock of that company, but organizing com-

panies were permitted to reduce their capital stock to the

amount of stock issued and sold. All state fire and insur-

ance companies were to be placed on the same basis with

4-0,
'Kansas City Star , March 25, 1911.
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foreign companies as to the matter of loans gnd reserve and

were to be permitted to invest surplus money in realty outside

the state.

The institutions of the state did not receive this same

vigorous treatment and were for the most part ignored. The

only action pertaining to them, aside from the necessary ap-

propriations, was that the amount contributed by the county

for the care of indigent insane patients in state institutions

and the amount counties paid for youth sent to industrial

schools was raised. In the first case, the amount was raised

from S2.50 to 35.00 per week, and in the second, from S75 to

SlOO a year. This was necessary because the increase, espe-

cially in the cost of food, required more funds to purchase

healthful foods and to improve conditions to some extent.

There was no consolidation of boards provided for the

state eleemosynary institutions, nor were new institutions of

any kind proposed. But the measure to abolish contract labor

of penitentiary inmates was passed. Under contract labor, the

penitentiary had been self supporting, but labor forces had

for the past twelve years been seeking the passage of this

measure. The number of convicts working under contract was

to be decreased by three hundred per year. Those released were

to work on the manufacture of articles to be used in the state

institutions. The new system was considered more equitable to

all those concerned.

Labor was given a great deal more consideration than

the acceptance of abolishing contract labor. The Senate
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appointed a CDmniittee of five senators to investigate the

subject of employer's liability end to submit th.eir report to

the next session. Among the measures enacted that were favor-

able to labor was the extension of child labor laws to cover

the entire state, with the exception of boys working on farms,

and a bill to limit the number of hours a woman could work a

week to fifty-four, or nine hours per day. Specialized bills

in the field provided certain sanitary regulations for bakeries.

For the safety of mine workers, measures were passed to pro-

hibit the storaf^e of more than one day's supply of dynamite

in a mine. The mine inspector was given authority to provide

sanitary regulations for mines and provisions were made so

that complaints to such inspectors would be made without

having names revealed. Inspectors were also given permission

to enter mines without previous notice to the operators.

An attempt was made to improve the situation relating

to the administration of justice. As demanded by lawyers, a

law was passed creating a Supreme Court commission to aid in

clearing the appellant court records. A probate court law was

passed to shorten the time for administering estates. A

"Jackrabbit" Justice bill was passed to require the filing

of suits in the district where the defendant lived or where

the debt was contracted. A board of control was established

for incorrigible children, and St. Louis was given the right

to create a board to find hom^s and see to the care of friend-

less and homeless children.
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The Juvenile court laws for Jackson county were revised

and a "Widow's Pension" law was passed that provided far the

"juvenile court to pension widows and wives of convicts as a

H.X
means of enabling them to keep homes for their children.

The limit of expenditures of this nature by the juvenile

court was set at twelve thousand dollars a year, the widow to

receive ten dollars a month for one school age child, an

additional five dollars for other children of school age.

Legislative discussion of the Icamigration Board brought

forth some biting editorials from the Kansas City Star . The

Legislature refused appropriations for the reimbursement of

those businessmen of Kansas City, St. Louis and Springfield

who had advanced funds for its operations, the Democrats

42
saying they should have used better judgment. The Demo-

crats mere accused of seeking a method that would insure

that all immigrants understood that the state and the devel-

'+3
opment of its resources were "For Democrats Only." -^ The

Democratic caucus bill to ease the problem repealed the law

of 1909 and made the governor, secretary of state, state

auditor, state treasurer and the attorney general, the

Board of Immigration, placing twenty thousand dollars at

their disposal. Although it was said of the measure that

"Its declared purpose is more to prevent immigration of the

^-'•
Ibid. , March 25, l"^!!.

^^Ibid^, March 9, 1911-

^^Ibid. , March 9, 1911.
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kind the Democratic machine does not want than to help to

bring home-builders to Missouri", the caucus measure was

passed. However, the Senate added the amount owed from the

previous biennial to the General Appropriation Bill, so it

was finally repaid, and the new bill, though a political one,

was expected to have some constructive value, providing the

new Board of Immigration selected an aggressive man as their

agent.

The roads of the state were to be improved; the state

had become aroused on the subject of road legislation. The

laws passed were expected to go a long way toward making

perfect road laws for the state, if county courts and the

people would make use of them.*^ Road overseers were given

the power to have dirt roads kept in excellent condition by

ordering them dragged when necessary, at fifty cents per mile,

up to the maximum cost of ten dollars a mile per year; this

cost to be absorbed by the county. Dragging was to be done

by local workmen when possible, and would amply provide for

good dirt roads in those counties interested. Making it easier

for those areas wanting to build rock roads, measures were

passed allowing townships to vote bonds to the constitutional

maximum for building rock roads; for dividing counties into

road districts which could vote bonds for roads; making any

road district a corporate body with power to sue or be sued;

'^Ibid., March 9, 1911.

^^Xbld . , March 20, 1911-
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and allowing road districts to be as small as six hundred

forty acres. ^^ Under these provisions, roads could be built

in any area of the state interested enough to organize the

district and provide for the funds.

Pfoviding for a measure of state aid for those districts

building rock roads, a bill was passed that called for dis-

tribution of the road fund on a basis of county participation.

The first distribution was to place an equal amount in the

hands of each county; subsequently, every six months, the road

fund was to be distributed on the basis of the amount a county

raised for itself, with no funds going to a county which did

not itself levy a road tax on its own citizens. The state funds

could be used only for macadam or gravel roads and steel or

concrete bridges. "In a crude way the bill establishes the

idea that the county that helps itself is the one to get state

aid."^7

The poll tax was made payable in cash by every able

bodied man between the ages of twenty-one and fifty not

living inside the limits of a city or town. The amount was

to be between two and six dollars, with those men over fifty

years of age paying fifty cents each. This money was to be

used by the county to pay for work done on roads.

The General Assembly passed a law that would insure the

production of revenue for the road fund. The Motor Car Bill

^^Ibid., March 25, 1911.

*7Ibid ., March 19, 1911.
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established a license tax on each vehicle that would range

from two to twelve dollars depending upon its horsepower

rating; the revenue to be used only for the road fund, al-

though it initially became a part of the state treasury. This

measure also provided regulations for the use of the roads

and penalties should there be violations likely to result in

injury. The road fund was also the recipient of t^lOO,000 from

the tax on brokerage futures.

With the passage of a new set of reclamation bills,

Missouri developed an up to date system that applied to all

river areas. Previous measures had applied only to the south-

eastern counties of the state which was a swamp land section

of the Mississippi River. However, different sections of the

new laws could be applied not only there but also in the

Missouri River lowland areas, with drainage districts of

different sizes allowed according to the area and the amount

of improvement needed. The payment for benefits was to be made

by owners of farms receiving the benefits, but their land

would be taxed in long-time payments to cover improvements.

A new game law was passed for the state with a 1190,000

appropriation, but its significance was entirely overshadowed

by the partisan fight over the game warden. A rider was

attached to the appropriation stating that none of it was to

be used for any of such stated purposes as the protection of

fish and game or the enforcement of the game law as long as

Jesse A. Tolerton held the position of game warden. Governor

Hadley dismissed the matter as unconstitutional.
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Speaker of the House Barker stated at the close of

the session, "Superintendent of fublic Schools iivans told ae

that this legislature passed more bills in the interest of

education than any other since oefferson uity was the state

capitol."*"^ Araons the bills passed mas one requiring the state

school fund to be apportioned to county schools on the basis

of school attendance rather than school population, to pre-

vent padding of the school census. une-t)aird of the entire
^

state revenue was appropriated for the public schools,

measures were taken to further enforce the truancy laws. And

a bill was passed providing for three grades of school

teachers' certificates, the first grade to be acceptable in

any school in Missouri.

The educational system was further strengthened by the

passage of a bill providing for agricultural high schools in

every county. This was an attempt to extend the work of the

department of agriculture of the state university. This de-

partment was to aid county courts in the supervision of these

agricultural high schools and also to furnish tneir teachers.

The department of agriculture was given more liberal appro-

priations than' it had ever, before received in order to carry

out these new responsibilities.

A law was passed that provided for the formation of

tuberculosis hospital districts. This permitted any number of

'"^^The Daily uemocrat-^rribune , oefferson vity, missouri,

April 7, 1911.
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counties to form themselves into a district, or part or one

county to join otiier counties, by five per cent of the voters

signing a petition for the formation of a district. Another

law passed prohibited the adulteration of non-alcoholic

drinks, with penalties should the provisions be violated. The

measure was directed toward dairies v;hich used various pre-

servatives to keep their milk sweet.

No legislation of merit was forthcoming that would

improve or amend the election laws of the state, either

primary or senatorial. A measure for the recall was brought

up in the House, but voted down in the jam at the end of the

session. There was no real hope for its passage.

The ratification of the income tax amendment to the

federal Constitution was completed on March 16, 1911. thus

the General Assembly waited until nearly the end of its

session to give its approval to this resolution.

It was on February 5, 1911. that the state capitol

building of Missouri was completely destroyed by fire. The

edifice had been erected in 1S28, remodeled fifty years

later, and had been obsolete enough that the question of

replacing it had been discussed in the 1909 General Assembly.

With the necessity for supplying the state with new housing

facilities for the seat of its government, the Senate

immediately began to take steps to initiate a rebuilding

project. Provisions rer^ made for the people to vote on

bonds for the amount of three and one half million dollars

at a special election in August; the bond was approved with
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the first effort and work begim immediately. Governor Hadley

enlisted the aid of Democrats to see that the government of

Missouri was not moved from Jefferson City and that the new

structure would be one of which all Missourians could be proud.

The capitol building on the bank of the Missouri River is the

result of this bi-partisan effort. The commission to super-

vise construction consisted of two Republicans and two Demo-

crats who carried through the designing and construction of

the capitol to the satisfaction of the public, without scandal,

evidencing honest, efficient and economical administration.

Although Hadley' s legislative program was not success-
,

ful, he found many methods other than legislation to promote

the spirit of Progressivism in the many functions of the state.

In a general way he undertook to make the office of gover-

nor an effective agency for arousing public opinion and

interest in matters of public concern and aiding in the

encouragement and development of the State's industrial

and agricultural resources. In this effort he went about

the state accompanied by experts making addresses to stim-

ulate the interest in the building of highways, the bring-

ing in of new settlers and the opening of new industries. ^^

Another field in which Governor Hadley was much inter-

ested was that of improving health conditions in the state.

A commission was established to make a survey leading to pos-

sible improvements, and probably the most noteworthy result

of this commission's work was the reorganization of the State

Anti-Tuberculosis Society which was thereafter maintained on

a sound working basis.

%. W. Lehmann, "Herbert Spencer Hadley", The Messages

and Proclamations of the Governors of the State of Missouri , com-

pilea^ancretlticTby Sarah Guitar ancTFloyd C. Shoemaker, AM (Co-

lumbia: The State Historical Society of Missouri, 1928), X, 9.
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Executive direction placed all state institutions under

the supervision of the Stste Board of Health in natters re-

lating to sanitary and hygenic conditions. The purpose of this

Board heretofore had been simply that of an exstaining board

for admitting doctors to practice, "but he had its members

inspect every State institution and very marked improvements

were made in conditions affecting the health of the inmates."

Conditions at the state penitentiary were also improved

due to the influence of Governor Hadley. Changes were made

that abolished severe methods of discipline; provided the

prisoners with better and more varied food; increased venti-

lation in cells and work rooms; and added shower baths for

prisoners' use. Convicts accepted these improvements by re-

ducing the number of cases requiring discipline by fifty

per cent.

The most controversial use of the power of the office,

and probably the achievement of which Governor Hadley was

most proud, was the paroling of boys sentenced to the state

penitentiary. Investigation revealed almost five hundred boys

under twenty years of age being housed in close association

with hardened criminals; some were very young and had been

sentenced there for minor offenses. He was able to accomplish

some segregation of prisoners, and with the help of his pardon

attorney. Judge Charles A. Denton, "established a system of

paroling c^venile offenders to responsible citizens who would

^'-'ibid ., p. 10.
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give them employmenl; and be responsible for their conduct."

Through increasing criticism, Hadley thus paroled about three

hundred of these young offenders; and examination showed that

ninety-six per cent had kept the terms of the parole up to the

time the governor retired from office. The parole commission,

for which he asked to take this responsibility from the gover-

nor, was established under his successor.

The records of Missouri show that many other recommenda-

tions of Hadley, and denied him, were accepted by the state

within the next fifteen years. His successor. Democrat Elliott

W. Major, had worked closely with Hadley during his term of of-

fice and developed much the same program as that advocated ear-

lier by Hadley. Major, and those immediately following him,

placed many of the Hadley measures in the Missouri statutes.

A Public Service Commission, Corporation Franchise Tax,
General Inheritance Tax, Income Tax, Y/orkmen's Compensa-
tion, simplification of criminal procedure and other mat-
ters of importance v;ere among the subjects of the recom-
mendations which during his term of office met with no
legislative approval, but public opinion was increasingly
persistant in behalf of the views promulgated by the Gov-
ernor and legislation has been enacted accordingly, ex- eg
cept as to the simplification of criminal procedure . . .

Aside from these measures, he was long admired for his use

of influence to keep the state university away from polit-

ical control and his constant efforts for more appropria-

tions and state aid for educational facilities of the state.

^'-Ibid. , p. 10.

^^Ibid., p. 11.
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The political turmoil precipitated by Theodore Roose-

velt reached the Missouri Republicans and Governor Hadley in

1912. As organization for the presidential elections was be-

gun, Hadley' s influence was obviously directed toward the elec-

tion of delegates for Roosevelt, since the "conservative" Taft

or the "radical" La Follette would weaken the position of the

party in the state, Furthermore, Hadley had always held a def-

inite personal regard for Roosevelt, and was among those per-

sonally communicating with him in behalf of his acceptance of

the Republican nomination in 1912. Officially, Hadley was one

of the seven governors to sign the governors' call, one of the

most publicized communications purporting to show the public

demand for his declaration.

Roosevelt made Hadley his floor leader at the Chicago

convention, and it was there that, through the emotional proc-

ess of seating delegates and ascertaining the support for each

candidate, Hadley gained the confidence of the convention.

Even Taft delegates capitulated to his manner. Possibilities

most often mentioned as compromise candidates were Hadley,

Elihu Root, or Charles Evans Hughes; but it was Hadley who

received the demonstration from the convention on its second

day, much to the consternation of fervent Roosevelt followers,

who were able to transfer the emphasis from Hadley to Roose-

velt only after some minutes, Roosevelt was not willing to

compromise, and received from Hadley assurance that his name

would not be put before the convention.
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Whatever were his motives, Missourians, as well as many
others, believed that had Roosevelt been disposed to
withdraw in favor of Hadley, the principles for which
Roosevelt stood would have triumphed in the nomination
of the Governor. It seeas that the key to a compromise
on Kadley was in the hands of the Colonel.''^

Taft was nominated and the Progressives bolted the

convention. Hadley felt that due to the situation of the

Republican party in Missouri, he could not follow Roosevelt /

or support a third party movement, for in Missouri the

Republicans and their platform were Progressive. The third

party movement, however, made its way into the state, re-

sulting in a split in the Republican party and the return to

power in 1915 af a full Democratic compliment.

Perhaps Hadley' s health would not have permitted him

to carry out the strenuous duties of a national office, but

there were many Missourians who felt that their Republican

governor might have had as much to offer the nation as a

whole as he had contributed to the growth of his state.

^^Miller, The Missouri Historical Review , XXII, No. ^
(July, 192s ). 48^
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THJS COMPAEISON AHD CONTRAST

Each state in the Union felt in some way the pressures

involved in the drive to deliver the c;overniient once more in-

to the hands of the people, to control the concentration of

capital, and to find some method by which each individual

would be protected against the power of concentrated wealth.

As one compares such legislative changes that took place in

Kansas and Missouri, one again must consider the fact that we

are comparing two different states, being led by two different

personalities with slightly differing political philosophies.

Although both were positively influenced by Theodore

Roosevelt, they had to choose different segments of the

Roosevelt program in order to solve the problems they found

foremost in their state. In Kansas, the problems for which

Governor Stubbs was seeking solutions were primarily those of

regulating corporations and obtaining direct legislation for

the people. Governor Hadley's concern was for home rule in

the cities and restriction of wealth by taxation in order to

meet the revenue needs of the state. Both programs were in-

itiated under the label of Progressivism and were amazingly

similar when one considers that Missouri had had more years

of governmental experience than Kansas, was a great deal more
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populous and urban, and had an even wider variety in climate

and inhabitants than did Kansas.

Both Governors Stubbs and Hadley had been the first to

receive nomination and election by the people in state-wide
j

primaries, the laws in each state being first ready for oper-

ation in 1908. This was an important step in breaking the

hold of the political machine on politicians, in that the

people, rather than machine controlled conventions, nominated

candidates for state offices. These primary election meas-

ures apparently operated efficiently for no major changes

were recommended during this period. The recommendations for

an amendment made by Governor Hadley in 1911 were probably

due to the problems of strong machines remaining in power in

St. Louis and Kansas City, as well as to the fact that he was

not entirely convinced that the individual citizen could han-

dle the responsibility of a direct choice. Meanwhile in Kan-

sas, Governor Stubbs was completely convinced of this fact,

even though his efforts in this direction were for the most

part unsuccessful. The Massachusetts Ballot was an especially

popular election amendment in Kansas during the 1909 session

of the Legislature and there was great hope that this measure

would pass. It was a plank of the Democratic platform in 1910,

but was not found acceptable by the Legislature. Missouri did

not give it serious consideration.

Governor Hadley had been against the initiative and ref-

erendum propositions for Missouri, as had the Republican par-

ty. However, it had been accepted by the people in 1908
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and he was instrumental in obtaining the passage of the nec-

essary legislative machinery to enable the use of these by

the people of the state. He used this method for ascertain-

ing the will of the people in 1910 on the prohibition amend-

ment and one might suspect other political objectives in his

actions, such as the acceptance by the people of his recom-

mendations on home rule and on the re-districting of the state

in favor of his party. An actual change of opinion is not in-

dicated in light of his suggestion that the primary be limited

to only a few of the major state offices.

Governor Stubbs had spoken for initiative and referen-

dum throughout his ten year political career, but the Kansas

legislatures would not accept the propositions to submit them

to the people. For such constitutional amendments, a two-

thirds majority was required in each house before submission

to the people. The 1911 legislature passed the measure, but

the Senate lacked the two-thirds majority, and tnis was its

nearest approach to success.

The recall was less popular in both states. One found

it brought up in Missouri with little hope of passage, and

it always received fewer affirmative votes in Kansas than

the initiative and referendum. However, Kansas, in 1911»

passed an Ouster Law, which would aid in the removal of re-

calcitrant public officials by court proceedings. This was

far from recall, but would fulfill in part the problems

arising from lack of any such law. These laws were meant
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to be a check, not necessarily to be used often, but to insure

proper conduct in office.

This was the time during which the national drive to-

ward the direct election of United States Senators culminated

in the successful amendment to the federal Constitution. The

Kansas primary law provided for the nomination of the party

candidate that was to be presented to the Legislature. Under

the Folk administration, Missouri passed a measure providing

for the nomination of the caucus nominees for the Senate. No

change was made in the Missouri provisions during this period,

even though Governor Hadley declared this method unconstitu-

tional and asked in 1911 for the adoption of the Oregon Plan.

Kansas, in 1911, adopted the Oregon Plan, providing for the

people to nominate the candidates for the Legislature and to

clearly indicate the majority's choice for Senator. Kansas

also endorsed in all respects the fight for the federal Con-

stitutional amendment.

Governor Stubbs recommended the passage of a presiden-

tial preferential primary law in 1911. It was not passed,

apparently because the politicians considered only themselves

capable of choosing the delegates to the national presidential

conventions and intended to retain the right of choosing the

national candidate themselves. This question was not a leg-

islative issue in Missouri. However, Governor Hadley used his

influence to try this kind of procedure in the Republican par-

ty in nominating the delegates to the 1912 convention, since

it was his opinion that the people would elect Roosevelt
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rather than Taft delegates. He had little co-operation, and

the result was somewhat chaotic.

Woman suffrage was more an issue in Kansas than

Missouri, There was a strong contingent representing a posi-

tive attitude toward such legislation at each session. They

were successful in 1911 in acquiring the passage of the meas-

ure to submit the amendment to the people in 1912, and it was

accepted. Missouri had the issue introduced in 1909, but it

was not popular and not mentioned in 1911.

Political machines were the objects against which anti-

lobby laws were passed in Missouri under Governor Folk and

in Kansas in 1909 under Governor Stubbs. This measure at

least gave publicity to those agents intending to attempt

to influence the work of legislators. Corrupt practices laws,

as such, were not passed in either state, Missouri had pre-

viously-placed some limits on the source and amount of

campaign contributions to the parties. Governor Stubbs asked

for the submission to the state of a complete statement of

all contributions and itemized expenditures, publication of

these to be mandatory. The 1909 Legislature passed a meas-

ure requiring the submission of such a statement, but both

sessions refused to make publication mandatory,

Missouri had the additional problem of corrupt elec- \

tion practices in Kansas City and St. Louis. Governor Hadley

was able to acquire bi-partisan election boards for the cities,

but could do no more toward making elections honest.
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Kansas wss nst entirely backward in the passage of

political measures. When Kansas passed a law in 1907 allow-

ing cities of the first and second class to adopt the com-

mission form of government, the cities hesitated until

amendments were made giving them more control over their

government. Therefore, the 1909 Legislature gave the people

more control. Any city was given permission to adopt this

form of government after a non-partisan vote of all the

people, including women. Even more important, citizens in

cities adopting this form of government were given the use

of the initiative, referendum and recall as protective meas-

ures. With these additions many Kansas cities voted to adopt

this plan. In Missouri, the 1911 session refused this form

of government for Springfield and Joplin, but did appoint a

commission to ascertain possibilities for cities of the third

class to adopt such a form of government. Also, Missouri had

the problem of home rule for the large cities which re-

mained unsolved.

The attempts of the states to control the concentration

of capital required a great deal of the Legislatures' time.

I'/Ieasures passed in this area not only had to solve the

problem of concentration, but also had to cope with the re-

lated problems of forcing corporations to accept their share

of the responsibility in providing their fair share of state

revenue and to consider the welfare of individuals of the

society. In Kansas particularly, during this period, the state

control of public utilities was the great issue. The problem
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was primarily with the railroads, but all utilities had the

opportunity to ask and receive of individual oonsucsrs any

rate they established. Limits were not considered in terms of

a fair profit for stockholders, but more in terms of the

largest possible profit. Over-capitalization was common and

the consumer, not the speculator, was forced to pay the price.

In utilities providing necessities especially for city dwell-

ers, where no competition existed, the rate charged could

potentially provide huge profits. That the state should take

the responsibility of ascertaining a fair profit, and the rate

to be charired that would provide this, was not questioned.

The problem, then, was reduced to one of accounting. In order

to set a rate considered fair for everyone concerned, the

state needed honest accounts from the corporations. These they

had not been able to obtain. The public utilities law, passed

in Kansas in 1911, was fashioned to solve these problems by

requiring honest accounting to the state or city commission

and the privilege of anyone to register a complaint, result-

ing in an investigation, if rrtes were not considered satis-

factory. Although this measure gave much of the responsibility

to the city, the state commission was made available for

supervision of state-wide utilities and problems arising

in cities.

Missouri did not have state-wide control of public

utilities; their measure was older and provided only for

local supervision and control. Governor Hadley felt that the

provisions of this home rule kind of measure were not
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adequately utilized. The measure tie had drawn for the 1909

General Assembly was such a gosd measure and so popular that

there was considerable concern among Kansans that Missourians

would have the state-wide commission before the Kansas Legis-

lature could agree on terms. However, the popularity of the

issue died in Missouri with the 1909 session. An indication

of the great difference between the two states is shown in

the fact that Governor Hadley, when recommending utilities

legislation in 1911, stressed the necessity for conservatism

and responsibility in such a commission. This shows how much

stronger such corporations were in Missouri, in that the re-

assurance was necessary. In Kansas, where corporations were

not so great a part of the economic system, the problem was

considered to be amount of control, with the most possible

preferred. It reached the point, before the measure was fi-

nally passed, that the corporations preferred regulation to

not knowing the kind of legislation to be passed or when it

might be passed.

Further restrictions of the railroad corporations were

important parts of the legislative programs in each state.

Governor Stubbs supervised freight rate reductions through

both the 1907 and 1909 Kansas legislatures, important espe-

cially to the agricultural interests of the state, and bring-

ing Kansas rates down to those charged in neighboring states.

The anti-pass law of 1907 was not improved upon during this

period, although attempts were made. The passenger rate was

set by law at three cents a mile, but dissatisfaction had
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forced the railroads to reduce the rate to two cents per mile

on mileage books for five hundred miles. Other passengers paid

the three-cent fare, and although this was discrimination in

rates, no great issue developed over this. The Missouri court

decision in 1909 stopped the Kansas drive for a two-cent fare

law for the state. The 1911 Legislature passed no new legis-

lation relating to the restriction of railroads other than

that included in the public utilities law. This, of course,

gave at least nominal control over the new issuance of stocks

and bonds, and through its operation would perhaps allow the

state to control over-capitalization.

When the court decided against the Missouri two-cent

railroad passenger fare in 1909, it was thought that due to

the extra length of the revision session, many restrictive

measures would be passed in retaliation. However, railroad

power over politicians showed itself in the Missouri Senate

and nothing was done until 1911. The Forty-sixth General As-

sembly, passing over a state-wide utilities commission, made

the desire to regulate railroads apparent. The Board of Hail-

road Commissioners was given the power to fix a maximum for

passenger rates and an anti-rate discrimination bill was

passed. These measures were meant to hold rates close to the

two-cent fare, for which there mas still at that time hope.

Express companies were also regulated by this session, where

before they had escaped with almost no restriction. The Rail-

road Commission was given authority to fix rates for express

companies and to require delivery in cities. It was becoming
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apparent that the states intended to protect the rights of the

individual from the irresponsibility of a corporate body, the

railroad, which up to that time had flourished and been aided

in its growth by the protection of government. This was a

definite indication of Progressive achievement.

It was under existing Missouri anti-trust laws that then

Attorney General Hadley successfully prosecuted Standard Oil,

Harvester and other trusts. The anti-trust laws of both Kansas

and Missouri were passed before the turn of the century, in-

dicating a Populist influence, and in Missouri apparently,

could still be adequately applied. In 1909, a new more compre-

hensive measure was submitted by Kansas Attorney General

Jackson, but not passed by the Legislature. However, Kansas

did pass a measure providing for corporate receivers, showing

that their intention was not to completely destroy corpora-

tions. Abuses would be corrected by the receiver, then the

control of the corporation would once again be returned to

its officers. '

Kansas, once in each of these two sessions, evidenced

its independence of spirit in passing rather broad restric-

tive measures meant to safeguard savings of the people. In

1909 they passed the voluntary Bank Guaranty Law, a rela-

tively untried kind of law to place a guaranty on bank de-

posits in member banks. The bankers of Missouri were able to

overpower a move for similar legislation in Missouri in the

same year. However, the Kansas law was upheld by the Supreme

Court and participation among the banks appeared to be
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proceeding satisfactorily. Then in 1911, the same bank

commissioner's office involved in the guaranty supervised

the passage of the Kansas Blue Sky taw, a measure to protect

investors from wildcat speculative operations by requiring

a thorough investigation of a company before it could

legally sell or advertise itP stock in the state. The law

was the first of its kind to be passed in the country. Similar

Missouri legislation of the saoie year was limited in that the

only requirement was an honest statement to be submitted,

itemizing property correctly, before new corporations were to

be chartered. It was the Kansas law that served as a model for

legislation of this nature in other states.

The control of capital within the states also took the

form of taxation as a means of inhibiting its gigantic

growth. As we have seen, Governor Hadley's fight to tax

business was unsuccessful. The same problem, the financial

irresponsibility of a corporation, was a difficult one to

solve in light of the control they had held over politicians.

Corporations represented a great block of wealth that was

able for the most part to escape the same percentage of tax-

ation carried by the individual, because they could exercise

influence in the proper circles. This was a pretty well es-

tablished fact in Missouri, and Governor Hadley was not able

to break through the influence. Kansas had already established

its appointive tax commission in 1907 and the later legisla-

tures co-operated quite readily to the less spectacular amend-

ments. However, the general property tax and equal assessment
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practices remained unchanged in Kansas, as well as in Missouri.

Altiiaugh many complained that this was not an equitable or an

efficient method for raising state revenue, no better method

was found acceptable. The Stubbs recommendation to derive all

revenue from state-wide public-service corporations did not

become a serious contender. Nor was Governor Iladley' s repeated

recommendation for the corporation franchise tax ever accepted

by the Missouri General Assemblies during this period.

Missouri did not establish its tax commission until 1917-

With government extending its powers in the regulation

of many more public concerns end taking on more responsibility

in the protection of the individual, there was as much need for

increased revenue as there was need to control the concentra-

tion of wealth. All states were vociferously maintaining their

right, over that of the federal government, to receive tax

revenue from inheritances. In 1909 Kansas passed its inherit-

ance tax law, which pleased almost no one, but it remained on

the statutes throughout this period. Governor Hadley continued

to recommend the extension of the .Missouri law on collateral

inheritances to include direct inheritances, but was unable to

achieve this. Missouri brewers were powerful enough to pro-

hibit any excessive changes in their degree of taxation. Both

states passed laws to tax express companies at four per cent

of their gross earnings. Both states in 1911 accepted the

principle of a graduated income tax in ratifying the six-

teenth amendemnt to the United States Constitution.
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Still more stringent means of control were applied in

th.e complete prohibition of certain businesses. T/Jaetiier or

not this was considered deprivation of private property with-

out due process of law, several states felt that if a partic-

ular kind of business was not in the best interests of the

state, they could legislate it out of legal existence. Kan-

sas had already made the sale of alcoholic beverages illegal,

but under Governor Stubbs the lams were strictly enforced and

the 1909 Legislature made any sale of alcohol for any purpose

illegal, as well as the sale of or use of cigarettes. Unfortu-

nately leaders found it to be difficult to legislate the morals

of the state and 1911 found the legislature releasing a meas-

ure of their control in giving druggists permission to sell

liquor again, for certain purposes. Certain areas in the state

of Missouri wanted this prohibition, but the urban population,

center of brewery control, of course, had the majority that de-

feated the state-wide prohibition amendment in 19IO. A state

with as many liquor interests as Missouri would not easily

submit to prohibition. However, we found that in both states

speculation was prohibited completely when in the form of sell-

ing worthless stocks; also in both states, laws were passed

prohibiting the operation of bucket shops, which were also

speculative ventures. Kansas had always prohibited gambling;

and during this period the gambling laws in Missouri were en-
\^

forced to the extent that open gambling was forced out of the

state. Not even the possible tax revenue that these usually

wealthy operations might have provided would entice the
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states to allow such ventures to prey upon the funds of their

citizens.

Individuals in the field of labor had been gradually

acquiring the passage of legislation of a restrictive nature

that set standards for their working conditions and hours. The

laboring people were finding that such legislation took a

great burden from them in making their work safer and giving

them a few extra free hours a week. Child labor laws had been

recently passed in both states and were extended throughout

this period. Kansas not only prohibited children under the

age of seventeen from working in certain places, but added a

truancy law forbidding their employment during the school

term. Missouri's child labor laws became state-wide during

the Hadley administration, and in 1911, the fifty-four hour

week restriction for women in industry was added. The senti-

ment in favor of these laws was that these were the groups

most needing added protection.

The laboring man was often found working long hours

under dangerous conditions. After 1909, both Missouri and

Kansas had a state factory inspector to enforce the safety

and sanitary restrictions that were being added each session

to the statutes. The inspector also had the duty of investi-

gating accidents to determine the cause and set a penalty if

there was indication of negligence. Previous chapters have

indicated the nature of legislation along these lines for

the purpose of making mines, factories and railroads safe for

those operating their machinery. With all this danger, there
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were many deaths and injuries, and the only method for a

family to receive cocapensation for the death or disability

of its breadwinner was for the heirs to be able to prove in

court that the accident was totally the fault of the employer.

Labor unions had sought legislation to set the liability in

the hands of the employer and some means to compensate workers.

In Kansas, the unions chose to ask for workmen's compensation

and Kansas became one of the pioneers in this type of labor

legislation. At the same time they adopted the federal em-

ployers' liability legislation relating to railroads and

mines. Missouri, following the example of most other states,

appointed in 1911 a commission to investigate employers'

liability for their state.

The fight for better conditions was carried to the state

institutions. Both states, under the direction of their gov-

ernors, made vast improvements in the standards of the state

penitentiaries. Cleanliness and daily diets were improved;

disease decreased. The work of the prisoners was directed to-

ward those endeavors that helped to improve their own surround-

ings. Missouri abolished contract labor, putting their pris-

oners to work on jobs for prison benefit ratn^.-r than keeping

their penitentiary sub-standard and self-supporting as it had

been in the past. Governor Kadley also used his pardon power

to its fullest extent in paroling juveniles and older men he

felt deserving. In Kansas, the prison plants were made more

efficient and more profitable. The operation of the peniten-

tiary and the Hutchinson reformatory was placed under one
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board of control for greater economy and efficiency. A

hospital for the criminally insane was provided and in

both states better care was taken of prisoners contracting

tuberculosis.

Other institutions felt the same influence for im-

provement. In Missouri, Governor Hadley ordered the State

Board of Health to inspect state institutions and their rec-

ommendations were carried out in so far as revenue allowed.

Diets were improved by charging the counties more per indi-

vidual. Kansas had established a board of control over all

charitable institutions in 1905 and placed employees under

a civil service arrangement, thereby reducing the political

orientation of such institutions. Obviously, both states

were doing more toward accepting their responsibility of ad-

equately caring for state wards.

School systems in different states have always main-

tained individual differences, making them rather difficult

to compare. However, a problem common to both Kansas and

Missouri was that of securing properly qualified teachers

for the classrooms. In 1911 both states passed measures re-

lating to teacher certification, requiring more education

to qualify a person for a certificate. In Kansas, subsidies

were made available to high schools that would offer normal

training courses and courses in agriculture and domestic

science. One of the most idealistic aspects of Progressivism

was the contention that the people must receive adequate

education in order to fulfill their duty as citizens.
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Therefore, we found both Kansas and Missouri enforcing to a

greater extent the compulsory education laws and affording as

many opportunities as possible to make education more acces-

sible. In 1909, Missouri made provisions for night and summer

schools to be maintained in their large cities; the 1911 Gen-

eral Assembly provided for agricultural high schools in each

county staffed by teachers from the department of agriculture

of the state university. But Missouri could not afford the

luxury of state aid to weak school districts.

The year 1911 was a productive year for educational leg-

islation in Kansas. The state expanded its compulsory school

term to seven months and allowed aid for the districts that

could not afford the extra two months. Especially for the ru-

ral districts, measures were passed making it easier to consol-

idate schools and to establish new ones, while permission was

given for transportation to be provided free for the students.

Free tuition to a large school was provided for those living

in areas not having adequate high schools. Both states were

attempting to raise the level of their primary and secondary

education. In addition, Kansas was able to pass a measure

providing for a limited system for pensioning teachers after

thirty years of service, while Missouri refused to act af-

firmatively on a pension plan.

Appropriations to the institutions of higher learning

were not changed appreciably in either state during this pe-

riod. Already mentioned, was the fact that the Kansas City

Star constantly deplored the fact that the vital interests
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of the state, mainly the universities, vjere not more ade-

quately endowed by the Legislatures. The 1911 Kansas Legis-

lature made extra appropriations for new buildings on three

campuses and approved plans for a state school of mines. Mis-

souri, with its limited revenue, was unable to expand funds

for higher education, but Governor Hadley increased the pres-

tige of the institutions by using the expert knowledge of the

personnel in his projects throughout the state. Robert M.

La Follette had instituted this progressive practice of uti-

lizing university minds in governmental work. The emphasis

was perhaps a little different in Missouri, and definitely

so in Kansas, where Governor Stubbs sent the professors di-

rectly to the people in an attempt to improve living condi-

tions through direct contact with those who could instruct

properly; but the extension of knowledge for more efficiency

was the goal in each case.

Conservation received its due share of attention from

both states. Missouri appropriated five thousand dollars for

a V/ater Ways Commission in 1909; this commission mas given

credit for overseeing Missouri's navigatable streams with

a nominal appropriation. New game laws were passed in 1911

with a ninety thousand dollar appropriation; recommendations

of the forestry commission were not accepted, but a commission

continued to operate. Reclamation bills were completely re-

vised and extended to reach all necessary parts of the state

with financing that would work no hardship on any party in-

volved. In Kansas, at the same time, drainage laws were
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revised completely, and prDvisioiis were made for work with

the federal ^overnaent in investigations for irrigation in

parts of the state. A soil survey and seed growing experi-

ments were provided with a thirty thousand dollar appropria-

tion, and demonstration farms were allowed for each county.

A forestry division was created, with an eighteen thousand

dollar appropriation, to be under the supervision of the

Kansas State Agricultural College, as were the above investi-

gations. Kansas also completely revised its Fish and Game

Department, which began work on conserving lakes and pre-

serves as well as fish and game.

Both states toolc steps to attract new settlers by

publicizing their resources in other states. Missouri's

Imoiigration Bureau worked on private funds during the 1909-

1911 biennium, and the law had to be changed in 1911. How-

ever, with a twenty thousand dollar appropriation end the

new organization, there was hope that Missouri's resources

would be put to better use. Governor Hadley himself acted as

the state's best agent in advertising forest, farmland or

mining possibilities in iiissouri. In Kansas the Immigration

Bureau was not successful in 1909, but the next session

passed a bill establishing a Kansas State Conservation Com-

mission which was to take over these duties.

It w?s also evident that the Legisi- -ures of Kansas

and wiissouri recognized the significance of j^ood roads

systems, //lissouri had an ample supply of laws and a highway

engineer, ijut wanted to be aole to apply tne laws better.
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In 1911, the year for many new road laws in each state, Mis-

souri made all road taxes payable in cash, passed a oDmpul-

sory drag law and provided for state aid to tJaose counties

interested in building permanent roads. They also passed a

motor car registration measure, requiring motor vehicles to

pay license fees that would be applied to the road fund for

building new roads. The measure also made regulations for the

use of the highways. Road districts were made easier to form

and incorporate. After the passage of these laws, Missouri

still had a great deal of local option in the matter of road

building, but those counties not choosing to build roads for-

feited their share in the distribution of the road fund. Gen-

erally speaking, Missouri road laws were in excellent condition.

Kansas passed the compulsory drag law and made the road

tax payable in cash. Township road levies were increased and

provisions were made providing funds for the building of

sound bridges. In addition, the road laws of the state were

completely revised in 1911. However, a motor car registration

fee bill was lost in the Kansas House, after passing the Sen-

ate. Earlier, Kansas had been provided with a state engineer

with no salary and this was not changed; but indications

pointed to more practical road work throughout the state

leading to much improved roads.

The fight against tuberculosis was carried on with

greater efficiency in Kansas with the help of a strong new

set of laws passed in 1909 which had been recommended by the

State Board of Health. These laws, plus the plans made for a
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new hospital for tuberculosis patients in 1911, pieced Kansas

up with, other states in the prevention of this disease.

Missouri made arrangements for the formation of tuberculosis

hospital districts within the state and had already provided

e state hospital. Governor Hadley had in this case also used

his influence, through the formation of a commission for im-

proving health conditions in the state, in seeing that the

State Anti^Tuberculosis Society was organized, thereafter

working more efficiently.

In 1909, Kansas extended the duties of the State Board

of Health to making sanitary regulations for public places

and inspecting them to insure their cleanliness. The same

year Kansas adopted the federal system of weights and meas-

ures, increased the usage of the pure food and drug law and

made meat inspection more complete. They also added more re-

quirements to those practicing medicine, veterinary medicine,

dentistry and optometry. Pure food and drug measures were in-

cluded in Missouri legislation of the same year, as were the

fixing of standards for milk. Duly trained nurses of that state

were to be registered and a medical association bill was

passed. It was also in 1909 that Missouri passed its vital

statistics bill, two years before such a measure was adopted

in Kansas.

Neither of the governors received the legislation they

asked for to remedy the delayed administration of justice.

However, in 1909 Kansas passed a revised code of civil pro-

cedure. In 1911, Missouri formed a Supreme Court commission
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to aid in clearing the appellant court records and a bill to

fix tiie district where one might file suit against a debtor.

It was interesting to note the passage of the widow's pension

law in Missouri; a measure to aid mothers of children whose fa-

thers were wards of the state. This was to be accotapllshed

through the juvenile court. Governor Stubbs had strongly rec-

ommended a similar kind of legislation, paying of wages from

penitentiary profits to the families of the convicts. Kansas

would not consider this aid to those who, as claimed by Gov-

ernor Stubbs, suffered the most from the crimes committed.

In summing up, it is evident that Progressivism was mak-

ing decided changes in the legislation of Kansas and Missouri.

The emphasis turned to measures benefiting the people rather

than business. The people were given more Influence in the

choice of candidates and in legislative decisions. With more

Interest in direct legislation among the people, they actual-

ly became better informed and better able to fulfill the de-

mands of direct legislation when it was granted to them.

When controls on railroads and other corporations were

set, it was for the people that restrictions were made. The

people were to receive adequate service from corporations at

rates that were fair, with governmental supervision of rates

and service in the form of utilities commissions or specific

restrictions on certain corporations, such as those finally

placed on the railroads of Missouri. Attempts were made to

improve the quality of public education, public roads, and

public health. Consideration was given to those least able
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to help themselves in the improvement of conditions in state

institutions; labor was aided with measures placing the re-

sponsibility for the safety of workmen on the corporation, or

management. The individual or the common man was the recipient

of the benefits derived from major Progressive legislation.

The subjects of legislation treated by the Legislatures

of these two states in the corresponding sessions were in most

cases the same; although the measures passed were not in any

case identical. In both states business end political organi-

zation continued to show evidence of a great deal of influence

on legislation; but there was also evidence of a struggle with-

in the legislatures to find a compromise between unrestricted

business expansion and unrestricted democracy. It was during

this period of Progressive influence that the long era of busi-

ness rule, in the form of unrestricted expansion, was brought

to a halt, when government accepted the responsibility for pro-

tecting the interests of the individual. It was a period of

awakening, for conditions demanded action, leaders of the

time undertook the task, for the first time in this country,

of defining individual rights and attempting to obtain them

for the people.
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ABSTRACT

In every state of the nation Progressives were making

an attempt to recapture control of the government for the

people and put responsible leaders in office in order to

equitably solve the problems of imbalance between the business

world and the people. The purpose of this study was to examine

the legislative programs of two Progressive governors, to

point out their accomplishments and compare or contrast

their results.

In comparing the progressive legislation in Kansas

under Governor Walter Roscoe Stubbs and in Missouri under

Governor Herbert Spencer Hadley for the period from 1909 to

1915, one finds the subjects treated by the states separately

to be very similar. In the field of direct legislation,

Missouri placed into operation its initiative and referendum

amendments, while Kansas attempted in each session, without

success, to pass these measures. Recall, mentioned in both

states, did not succeed in either. Kansas passed an ouster

law in 1911 that partially fulfilled the promise of recall.

Direct election of United States Senators was advocated by

the governors of both states, Kansas, in 1911, adopted the

use of the Oregon Plan and advanced the movement for a fed-

eral C onstitutional amendment. Missouri did not change its

caucus-primary system. Woman suffrage was considered in both



states; Missouri failed to vote on it, but Kansas voted to

submit the anendment to the people in 1912 at which time it

was accepted. After 1909 both states required the public reg-

istration of lobbyists. Kansas accepted the commission form

of city government in 1907, and in 1909 extended it to include

the use of initiative, referendum, and recall; Missouri, in

1911, refused this plan of city government for Springfield

and Joplin, but appointed a commission to consider its use

in cities of the third class.

Where before business had enjoyed unimpaired growth,

legislatures now spent a great deal of time considering meas-

ures to restrict business and control the concentration of

wealth. After a well publicized battle, Kansas, in 1911 passed

a public utilities law providing a commission to control state-

wide public utilities, with cities controlling local utilities.

Missouri considered the adoption of a state-wide commission in

1909, but their municipal control measure continued in use.

Such legislation was felt to be necessary in order for the

state to prevent over-capitalization of corporations and in-

sure fair rates and adequate service for the consumer. This

was especially true with regard to the railroads. The courts

decided against the Missouri two cent passenger rate in 1909,

but both states continued to fight for a law to this effect;

Kansas with its utilities commission and Missouri by giving

its Board of Railroad Commissioners the power to fix rates

and to prevent rate discrimination. Both states passed meas-

ures to tax express companies at four per cent. The anti-pass



laws were not extended. Kansas extended its freight rate

regulations in 1909; Misssuri set regalations in 1911.

A new kind of legislation, the voluntary bank guaranty

law, was passed in Kansas in 1909. Bankers were able to stop

such legislation in Missouri. The most revolutionary measure

passed by Kansas was the 1911 Blue Sky Law to prohibit wild-

cat speculative corporations from doing business in the state

by a complete investigation of the financial status of each

company. Missouri passed a very limited measure along these

lines.

In the field of taxation, although Governor Hadley asked

for a corporation franchise tax, a tax on direct inheritances,

and more taxes on liquor interests, due to corporation control

Missouri made no great increase in any of these areas. Kansas

passed an inheritance tax law in 1909, of which no one approved

but it remaine-. on the statutes. Kansas made its tax commission

more efficient during this period, vjj^ile Missouri waited until

1917 to adopt theirs. Both states ratified the federal amend-

ment for a graduated income tax in 1911. la 1909 Kansas passed

measures making prohibition complete. Missouri used its initia-

tive for a state-wide amendment to this effect in 1910, with-

out success. Brewers in Missouri wore strong enough to block

this, as well as attempts Sit local option measures, and in-

creased taxation. Also prohibited in both states were bucket

shops and gambling.

For the benefit of the laboring people, laws were passed

regulating safety and sanitary conditions in mines, factories,



and railroads*, child labsr laws were extended. Missouri set

fifty-four hour week limits on women working in industry.

Most important in this field, Kansas became the second state

in the nation to pass a workmen's compensation law. Education

was made easier to acquire in both states. Conservation end

immigration were strengthened and much attention ^iven to

the building of good roads in each state. All state institu-

tions were given attention so that conditions and environ-

ment might be improved. State Boards of Health received in-

creased authority, the anti-tuberculosis fight gained in

strength, and more use was made of pure food and drug laws,

federal systems of weights and measures, regulation of pro-

fessions and vital statistics laws. In the legal field,

Kansas passed a new code of civil procedure and I/iissouri

added legislation, also recommended by Governor Stubbs,

whereby the juvenile court pensioned "widows" of prisoners

so they might keep their families together.

The emphasis in the kind of legislation passed was

that it might benefit the people. The power of politicians

and corporations remained evident behind the scenes, but

one can see that some anti-business measures, end strong

ones, v;ere passed.


